In all cases where the circumstances are unusually suspicious, extra care must be taken to make the fullest inquiries. For instance, where death has taken place within the death-limit from wounds the cicatrices of which are not distinct, if there be any appearance of illness, it should be asked whether deceased was in the habit of employing doctors, quacks, or the like. Many die from disease, but you are not likely to find this out if you do not ask. It will not, however, do to trust to the testimony of a single person, or to be anything but cautious in employing others to make inquiries lest you defeat your own purpose.
In all cases of death where the relatives of the deceased, not having been absent, have not petitioned till more than a year has elapsed, or where it is not the relatives who file petition but some outsider, or where the more important facts are relegated from the body of the petition to the accompanying statement of circumstances in detail; in all such instances no hasty measures should be taken.
In all cases where requests are preferred, even by near relatives, that examination may be dispensed with; it will be necessary to satisfy yourself that there actutally is a corpse' at the place mentioned before granting the petition.
Care must be taken that neither your own assistants, nor any person mnixed up in the case, give notice beforehand to the four next-door neighbours and assist them in absconding; arresting only more distant neighbours, old men, women and children, thereby acting up to the letter of their duty in producing some one. Also that the accused conceal no important witness or bona-fide evidence for his own ends, and that he produce no witnesses, either friends, dependants, or tenants and the like, whose evidence at the inquest is false.
Any delay in securing the weapon which caused death will be taken advantage of by the accused's family for concealing the same. Your case would be thus rendered incomplete, and disastrous consequences would ensue. The weapon should be secured at once for future comparison with the wounds as to length and breadth, in order to complete the case.
At all inquests the first thing to be done is to cause the body to be identified by relatives and neighbours. If, however, it is in too advanced a stage of decomposition, they must be examined as to the colour and shape of the clothes deceased had on, if there were any marks on them, and also what scars or marks he might have had on his body. Their answers must be taken down in writing and signed before the examination begins.
The report on an inquest should show where and in what position the body was found, as also each article of clothing it had on; whether there were any tattoo marks, traces of acupuncture or cauterization; whether any limbs were found broken before death; whether hump-backed, having one leg shorter than the other, or bald; the colour of any marks on the body; the presence of tumours, swelled legs, and such like complaints-all these should be carefully lnoted in case of a further examination being held, or, where deceased's name was unknown, the body being clainmed hereafter by relatives, in which case their statements could be put to the test. WVhen criminals die in prison, those points must be attended to with more than usual minuteness.
The object of re-examinations is not to verify a previous verdict, but to guard against any injustice being done. If, therefore, any Coroner thus appointed, losing sight of the importance of human life, allow the least shadow of a wrong to remain unredressed, either from fear of offending the officer who presided at the previous examination, or from unwillingness to release the accused who may happen to be wealthy, from anxiety to suit the report to the wishes of superior officers, or from an endeavour to make the present resemble past cases, and so get quit of his duty as sooni as possible-his crime will be greater in degree than that of the Coroner who held the first inquest. Rather let every Coroner deputed proceed with caution and justice to mnake the most careful investigation possible; for the object in examining a corpse is to arrive at the unvarnished truth, and where it is a case of a wounded man whose life is trembling in the balance, the slightest private bias should not be thrown into the scale.
1 In order to prevent false accusations with the object of extorting money, followed lip, when the money has been paid, by petitions for " no examination."
In cases of severe wounds on vital spots where death was instantaneous or resulted within three days, and where petitioner and witnesses can swear to the weapon and the part struck, it will only be necessary to examine such wound, thus sparing the dead all superfluous nandling, and preventing injustice being done to the living. For men, in their passage from youth to manhood, either by falling down and striking against something, or being thumped and rubbed for pains, from the accidental breaking of a boil, carrying heavy weights, or knocking against hard things, cause their blood to be arrested in its course. Where the wounds are slight and of recent date, the bone will be of a red colour, which will pass away in time. Where the wounds are old and severe, the bone will be dark blue in colour, and will remain so to the last. It frequently happens that petitioner and witnesses mention a particular blow behind the ear as the cause of death, whereas on examination the body is found to be covered with wounds, and the higher authorities cancel the inquest as inaccurate. An officer who, in adding circumstances to make his report tally, were to mention wounds on both sides of exactly the same size and colour, would be met, if death resulted from blows, by the question: "Had the accused a similar weapon in each hand, and was there no difference in the force of each blow dealt ? " Sometimes after a drunken brawl at night it will be confidently asserted that such a man struck in such a part. Now when the combatants themselves do not know where or remember how many blows each struck, is it likely that witnesses could? Generally speaking, where several people are engaged in a melee, in adjudging punishment you should look to the origin of the fray; in examining wounds, the important point is to ascertain their exact positions. Do not, however, adhere too closely to rules, as thereby injustice may be done; neither act with indecision or you will assuredly commit some blunder.
Where several persons strike blows it is difficult to determine which was the fatal blow. If on the body of the deceased there are two mortal wounds, both inflicted by the same man, he alone is responsible. If they were inflicted by different persons, one only pays the penalty of death, the most severe being held to be the mortal wound.
Where there are several wounds, fix on one as the mortal wound. It is common for wounds to be set down by the accused as self-inflicted by deceased knocking in various ways against things, to the great hindrance of a proper elucidation of facts and settlement of the case. Knocking against things at rest is called k'o; running up against things in motion is called chuang. Such wounds would be confined to the front of the body, the forehead, &c., and being self-inflicted would not be severe; at any rate, not severe enough to cause death. Wounding oneself behind by running backwards against anything is quite out of the question. Where deceased has been knocked down and has wounds on the back of his head, back, or ribs, inasmuch as he may have been violently thrown down by the accused and have died from the effects of the fall, it will be necessary to observe carefully whether the body was lying on its back or its belly, and to note the severity of the wounds. These must not be hastily entered as wounds received by knocking against things, &c., or a miscarriage of justice will be the result. Murders are rarely the result of premeditation, but can be traced in the majority of cases, to a brawl. The statute which treats of wounding in a brawl attaches great weight to the death-limnit, which means that the wounded man be handed over to the accused to be taken care of and provided with medical aid, and that a limnit of time be fixed, on the expiration of which punishment be awarded according to circumstances. Now the relatives of a wounded man, unless their ties be of the closest, generally desire his death that they may extort money from his slayer; but the accused wishes him to live that he himself may escape death, and therefore leaves no means untried to restore him to health. This institution of the death-limit is a inerciful endeavour to save the lives of both.
Cases of battery should always be reported by the ti-pao or head man before anyone else, and any neglect on his part should be punished severely. Where death has ensued, near relati-es of the deceased, such as father, brother, uncle, sister, wife, or child, who saw the corpse undressed on the day the wounds were inflicted, should be interrogated as to the age of the deceased, the month, day, and hour, at which the wounds were received, the weapon used, and the part struck. Their replies will give you, for instance, an oblique wound in such and such a spot, of such and such a length, or the circulmiference and diameter of any round wounds there may be, whether livid or red, swollen or not swollen, whether or not the skin or bone was broken, and what witnesses there were, all of which mulust be entered in due forim in the accusation. Where death has not ensued, sunnmon and examine the head mlan, and if the wounds are really grave, do not let the sufferer be brought up for inspection lest death might result froml the exposure of his wounds, but go at once to the place yourself, on horseback or in a sedan, with a few attendants only, and proceed to examination, noting the wounds and fixing a death-limit. Accused should also be instructed to take the wounded mian to his own home and see that he is properly treated. Meanwhile the case stands over. On the day death takes place, and formnal application is made for an inquest, the evidence, &c., taken at the previous exalmlination should be gone through and the wounds identified; all mortal wounds being carefully re-examined if there is the slightest cause for suspicion. Care in the early stages may be the saving of the lives of mnany who are inixed up in the case. If it is a trumped-up affair, mlake it clear that it is so, to warn people from like attemnpts in future. If it is bona-fide, take down the evidence and confession at once, to prevent any advances being improperly mnade towards you. See that your assistants, petitioner, accused, and the witnesses are all present, and mnake themn sign the necessary declarations to that effect. Then, in sumlmiing up and awarding punishmlent, be still mliore careful that every point has been brought out clearly, and that there are no doubts in your own miind; for by these means, not only will justice be done to the living and to the dead, but you will prevent the cancelling of your inquest, long months and years of delay, and the illmplication of mnany persons. Where the petitioner has failed to report a case [of wounding] and to apply for the fixing of the death-limit, petitioning only when death has taken place-except in cases where it was instantaneous or within three days, in which instances the inquest may proceed as usual-it will be necessary to be very imiuch on one's guard against counterfeit wounds. If, before reporting a case to the proper authorities, the opportunity is seized for carrying the corpse to the door [of the accused's house] seizing on his goods and wounding people, this second case mnust be settled as well as the first and a death-limit fixed according to circumstances. Should a death-limiit be partly in one month and partly in another, you imust observe whether the first is a long or a short month: there must be no carelessness about the limit of life and death. In a word, the examination of a body should be perforinied speedily and without making light of it; the examination of bones should be performed carefully, and without needlessly breaking them. If the report of an inquest is rejected by the higher authorities because confused in detail of the circullmstances, investigate the circumistances only; if they complain of discrepancies as regards the Wounds, then examine the wounds; but do not take any unnecessary steps.
There are vital spots and mortal wounds. The top of the head, behind the ear, the throat, the pit of the stoinach, &c., belong to the former class; death soon takes place. Other ordinarily vital spots are the back of the head, the forehead, the chest, &c. Mortal wounds are where the flesh is livid, the skin broken, there is a deep gash, bones broken, brains coIming out, blood flowing, &c. Where a lmlortal wound is given on a vital spot of the kind first lnentioned, death will result in three days; on an ordinarily vital spot, in ten days. If a slight wound has been given on a vital spot, or a severe wound on a non-vital spot, though death ensue within the limit, yet other circumstances should be taken into consideration and allowed to influence your verdict. This applies still more forcibly if death occurs after the death-limimit.
The death-limit is the most important point of all. Immediately on a case being reported, make a personal examination of the wounds and fix the limit accordingly. If death ensues fromi improper medical treatment, make a calculation of the time, so as to determine whether within or without the limit. Also take a note of the timime at which the wounds were received, that your case may be clear and complete. [Sixteen vital spots are enumerated on the front of the body, and six on the back; thirty-six non-vital spots on the front, and twenty on the back. These are supposed to be shown in the accompanying diagrams.] Where a corpse has to be examined prepare for use plenty of onions, red pepper, salt, and white prunes, also grains and vinegar, in case the wounds are indistinct or invisible. Take besides an earthenware basin, with implements for breaking, powdering, &c.
Do not be deterired by the smell and above all do not let the assistants intercept your view of any part of the body, as this would be a very serious hindrance.
Only on the discovery of a mortal wound can you insist on the relatives of deceased and the accused being present at the proceedings. On no account allow them to come too near for fear of damaging the body.
Begin to examine from the head downwards. Measure the length of the hair, noting if any has been pulled out ur cut off. Look under the hair on the top of the head, and between that and the forehead, to see if there if any other cause of death, as a burn or a wound from a sharp-pointed weapon, &c. Examine the forehead and temples with the samsrle view. Then the eyebrows, eyelids, and eyes. Note if the eyes are open or closed; if the latter, open them to see whether the pupils are perfect or not. Examine the cheek-bones to see if there are marks of a blow from a fist; the cheeks, whether tattooed or not, or whether such m-arks may have been obliterated. In the latter case, cut a slip of bamboo and tap the parts, when the tattooing will reappear. Note if the ears have been bitten, grasped by the hand, cut or wounded; if the nostrils or any part of the nose have been pierced by any sharp instrument; and if the lips are opened or closed. Count the teeth, and observe if the tongue is protruding. Also examine the jaws. Into the throat insert a silver needle, and note if it is black when withdrawn. Exam-ine the outside to see if it is swoll'en, and if there are any wounds which might have produced death. Feel with your hand the windpipe and gullet; examine the shoulders and arm-pits, for a severe wound in the last-mentioned parts would cause death. Examine the arm, wrist, hand, and fingers, down to the quick of the nails. These are not vital spots in themselves, but were the bones broken, or the quick pierced, and not properly cured, death might result. Examine the chest, breasts, pit of the stomach, belly, ribs, &c., &c. These are nearly all vital spots. Examine the thighs, knees, shin-bones, ankles, instep, toes and toenails. The same remark applies here which referred above to the hand and fingers.
Examine the back of the head, noting if there are any marks of bruises on the-"pillow-bone " from a fall, &c. Examine the hair, the nape of the neck, and behind the two ears. Examine the arm, elbow, and back of the hand as above. Examine between the shoulders to see if there are any marks of cauterization, the back generally, ribs, waist, &c. Note if the body bears marks of corporal punishment, and examine the inside of the knees, and the calves. Any scars on the ankle-bones, if both on the inside and outside, may be set down to torture; if on the outside only to a blow. Examine the heels, the sole of foot, under the toes, and the quick. These are not vital under ordinary circumstances.
Note the age of the man, and take his height and breadth across the shoulders; observe also the position of the wounds, and their nature, whether scrapes or bruises. Observe if they are of a dull livid red or black hue; and noting the size and extent of each, determine on the immediate cause of death. Mark on what places there are scars of tattooing, cauterization, or boils, and note down whether recent or old, and whether or not there is any pus. Also, whether there are traces of the itch, sores, or other marks on the body, both natural and artificial. All such should be carefully written down, or marked as wanting.
In examining a body or skeleton where the wounds are not visible, spread grains and sprinkle some vinegar upon the corpse in the open oil-cloth umbrella and hold it between the sun and the parts you want to observe. The wounds will then appear.
If the day is dark or rainy, use live charcoal [instead of the sun]. Suppose there is no result, then spread over the parts pounded white prunes with more grains and vinegar, and examine closely. If the result is still imperfect, then take the flesh only of the white prune, adding red pepper, onions, salt and grains, and mix it up into a cake. Make this very hot over a fire, and then, having first interposed a sheet of paper, lay it on the part. The wound will then appear.
Where death has resulted from blows, and the wounds have not been severe enough to break limbs, the flesh will adhere tightly to the bones, and if it cannot be washed away should be removed with the finger-nail, when the wounds will be visible [on the bone].
The human body is naturally red or brown, but after death it changes to a livid blue. Where no wounds are visible, only suspicious appearances, first sprinkle the corpse with water, then take the heart of an onion, smash it with a blow of the hand and lay it on the part, spreading over it a sheet of paper dipped in vinegar. Let it stay on a little while, then take it off and wash with water. The wound will thus appear. If there are several dark-coloured marks on the body, take some water and let it fall drop by drop on to them. If they are wounds, they will be hard and the water will remain without trickling away; if they are not, they will be soft and the water will run off.
In examining wounds, the finger must be used to press down any livid or red spot. If it is a wound it will be hard, and on raising the finger will be found of the same colour as before. If water is dropped on to it and the drops do not trickle away, it is undoubtedly a real wound. If it is a part which has changed colour it will turn white when the finger is pressed down on it, and water dropped on to it will not remain.
Change of colour is caused by the blood in the bowels dispersing after death; not being able to congeal in any one place, it spreads over the whole surface. But where the blows were given before death, the blood congeals into a wound there where vitality ceases-[i.e., at the spot struck]. Now the blood is dependent for its motion on vitality; -if vitality stops, the blood stops also-hence the hardness.
There are certain parts such as the eyebrows, the windpipe and gullet, the ribs, &c., which are not marked as vital, but which may prove so if the wound happen to be very severe. This is an important point to remember at the time of examination. Any sliglht red marks on the back, thighs, calves, &c., are the result of the corpse lying on its back and the blood sinking to those parts: they are not connected with the cause of death.
Part II--Exa7iiination of a Corpse wvhich has not been Bu,ried. Whether in a roomii, on the ground, or on a bed, or whether in the open air, behind or in front of a house, on a hill, in water, or the grass, you must first measure the exact position of a corpse with regard to surrounding objects. If in water, how far from the nearest hill or bank; also ask on whose ground, and the name of the place. If in a room, note in what part of it and if there is anything covering or spread underneath it. Then, and then only, should the body be removed for examination.
Begin by stripping off all the clothes, &c., down to the shoes and stockings, taking a note of each as well as anything else about the person. Then wash the body in warm water before proceeding to examination. Grains and vinegar must not be used till this is done.
Part III.-Examination after Temporary Burial. First see the grave, asking on whose land it is and the name of the place, and take the size and height of the mound. If the coffin has been placed temporarily in any one's house, take the measurements as before.
Next observe which way the head points. Suppose towards the east and the feet towards the west, then note how far each is from any particular spot, and the sides of tbe body in the same way. In the presence of all, remove the earth or bricks and observe what is spread underneath, whether the coffin is varnished or ornamented, and whether the mat, or whatever is under the corpse, has a border or not. Then remove the body to a convenient spot and proceed to examination. CHAPTER V.-VASHING AND PREPARING THE BODY.
When the body has been removed to a convenient spot, first inspect it as it is. Then dash water over it. Next wash off every particle of dirt with soap, and throw more water over it, the corpse lying all the tiine on a door or a mat to keep it clean. This finished, grains and vinegar may be spread on as usual, the clothes of deceased laid over the body and saturated with hot vinegar, the whole being covered over with mats (to keep the steam in). In a little while, when the body has become soft, remove the coverings, wash off the grains and vinegar and proceed to examine. Do not trust too much to your assistants; if they only sprinkle spirit (without the grains) and vinegar the wounds will not appear.
Prepare plenty of grains and vinegar, also paper for putting under the body. The best kinds of the latter are t'eng lien and pai ch'ao. Bamboo paper is spoilt by vinegar and salt and may injure the body. At the beginning of spring and during winter the vinegar and grains should be used very hot; in the middle of spring and towards the end of autumn they should be rather less so. In summer and autumn, if the grains and vinegar were at all hot, this, added to the heat of the weather, might cause injury to the skin. Late in autumn use them hot, and at a distance of from three to four feet on either side of the body light fires to stimulate their action.
In very cold weather, when the corpse is frozen hard and no amount of grains and vinegar, however hot, or clothes piled up, however thick, will relax its rigidity, dig a hole the length and breadth of the body and three feet in depth; lay in it a quantity of fuel and make a roaring fire. Then dash over it vinegar, which will create dense volumes of steam, in the middle of which place the body with all its dressings right in the hole, cover it with clothes and pour on more hot vinegar all over it. At a distance of two or three feet from the hole on either side, light fires as before. When you think the heat has thoroughly penetrated, take away the fire and remove the body for examination.
At the end of winter and beginning of spring it will not be necessary to make a hole but merely to light fires on each side. This, however, must be left to the judgmiient of the Coroner.
At a first exanmination, if it is a case where death resulted from blows, it will not do to report the corpse decomposed and therefore presenting no reliable features; but the scars must be carefully scrutinized and the causes of death ascertained. If from lapse of time decomposition has really taken place, the body may be reported as unfit to stand the necessary handling.
When the examination as to the presence or absence of wounds is over, leave the corpse on the mats in the exact spot where it was examined, cover it up and seal it all round with the lime seal, taking a note of the number of seals. Then hand over charge of the body to the head man of the place, and add his formal receipt to the records of the case as a precaution against any one tampering with or injuring the corpse.
Part II.-Further Examination&.
If the body is ma-ny days old, and the head and face have swollen up, the skin and hair come off, the lips turned back and the mouth open, and maggots have already made their appearance-then it is quite unfit for examination; and if the wounds were inflicted by a sharp or other weapon, or a blow of the hand or foot on a fleshy part where there is no bone, you may report that examination is impossible. But if the bone has been injured in any way, then the body must be washed and carefully inspected, and the cause of death ascertained. The plea used in the other case will not hold good.
The Coroner who thus re-examines should, on the completion of his task and if there is no dissentient voice, hand over the body to the nearest relatives. Where there are no near relatives, it may be entrusted to the head man who should be ordered to bury it and see that it comles to lio harm. If there happen to be dissentient voices, then it must not be entrusted to any one, but dig a hole and in it lay the corpse with all its mats, &c.; cover it over with a door and pile up earth on the top. Then seal all round with the seal and take a note of the number of seals in case of there being a still further examination. The person left in charge must sign a formal declaration to that effect to be put with the records of the case.
At the end of the first or further examination the relatives of deceased or the head man should be instructed to take charge of the body but it should on no account be carried off to the Yamein, to their great inconvenience and for no particular object.
The accused and the witnesses only should be arrested; the others can be summnioned afterwards.
In the spring months, when a body is two or three days old, the flesh of the nose, mouth, abdomen, sides and chest becomiies slightly livid; after ten days a foul liquid issues from the miouth, nose and ears. The bodies of fat people swell and the skin separates fromii the flesh, which does not take place with the bodies of thin people or those who have been long ill, till more than half a mlonth has elapsed In the summner mnonths, first the face and then the flesh on the belly, ribs, and chest changes colour in one or two days. In two or three days a foul liquid issues from the mouth and nose, and maggots appear. The whole body swells, the lips pout, the skin rots and separates from the flesh, blisters rise, and in four or five days the hair falls off.
In very hot weather, the injured parts of a body which has been prepared will be mostly covered with a white skin, but the uninjured parts will be dark coloured. The exact nature of the wounds it will be very difficult to distinguish, but if from a dread of the smell, &c., you fail to make a most searching examination, the result is sure to be unsatisfactory. Wherever there is the slightest suspicious appearance, the loose skin should be removed, and if there is a wound, there will be a hole-like appearance beneath it.
In very hot weather, supposing maggots appear at the temples or other places before appearing at either of the nine orifices, it will be because in that particular part there is a wound.
In the autumn months, two or three days produce the same effect as one or two in summer, and so on in proportion.
In the winter months, a corpse turns after four or five days to a yellowish purple. In half a month the flesh on the face, mouth, nose, &c., begins to decompose, but wrapping it in mats and placing it in a moist place will preserve it longer. Be careful to be guided by the seasons, not by the months.
In extremely hot weather, decomposition begins after one day, the body assuming a dark, dull, hue, and emitting a smell. In three or four days the flesh becomes rotten, maggots appear, a dark fluid issues from the mouth and nose, and the hair gradually falls off.
In spring and autumn, when the weather is mild, two or three days are equal to one in summer, and eight or nine to three or four. In very cold weather, five days are equal to one in summer, and half a month to three or four summer days. CHAPTER VIII.-To DISTINGUISH REAL AND COUNTERFEIT WOUNDS.
In examining a body which is not yet decomposed, pay attention only to such parts as are red, swollen, cut or bruised, discriminating between mortal and non-mortal wounds. Such parts as are of a livid or purple colour need not occupy your time, as this hue is common to all bodies in a state of decomposition. Wounds on bones may be of various colours and shades, which are counterfeited in the following manner: red, by taking some genuine safflower, sapanwood, and black plums, and making them into an ointment, adding alum, and painting it on the bone, pouring over it boiling vinegar, when a red colour will be obtained of a darker or lighter shade exactly like that of a real wound; purple, by taking sapanwood and "earth's blood," and applying as before; dark blue or black, by taking green alum or nutgalls and mixing with vinegar into a thick liquid, regulating the proportions of each according as the shade required is light or dark. Though very deceptive, these counterfeits may be detected by the dullness of their oolour, by their being apparent to the touch, and by the absence of the usual halo-like shading-off of colour all round. But everything depends on the energy displayed at the time of examination; there must be no carelessness.
Where blows have been given resulting in death, the injured parts will be surrounded by a purple or red halo. If, when death has already taken place, lighted bamboo strips have been used to burn a wound, which it is pretended was inflicted before death, the wound will present a scorched appearance, will be level with the surrounding flesh, and not hard to the touch. If the bark of the willow tree be used to make a wound, the flesh will be rotten and black, livid all round but without any swelling, and not hard to the touch. Counterfeit wounds are also made by lighting paper inside a cup and applying it to the flesh; such wounds resemble a blow from a fist, but all round there is a red scorched mark, the flesh inside is yellow, and although it swells, it does not get hard.
All wounds must be determined by the inflammation, which is the gradual diminishing of the wound, change of colour, from dark to lighter shades, and lessening of intensity. Also, near where the wound ends there should be a halo-like appearance, like rain seen from a distance, or like fleecy clouds, vague and indistinct, fresh-coloured and smooth-looking, a result which should proceed naturally from the infliction of the wound. This is the most important principle of all. If the red is by itself and purple by itself, of a dull colour and collected into one spot, there being moreover, no halo, then the wounds are counterfeit.
At the time of examination take a piece of white cloth or paper and dip it in the wine and vinegar you are about to use. If the latter have been tampered with the cloth or paper will change colour. First lay down charcoal ash, about the length and breadth of the body in extent; cover it with a piece of thin cloth and sprikle water all over it. Lay the body on this and cover it entirely with another piece of cloth, on which spread more charcoal ash, covering it once more with cloth, and sprinkling water as before. In a little while the skin and flesh will begin to soften, and then the cloths and ashes can be removed and the body washed with hot vinegar. Spread on the injured parts a mixture of red pepper, onions, salt, and white prunes rubbed down into a poultice with grains and heated over the fire, interposing a sheet of paper between the parts and the poultice. The wounds will then be distinct.
If the wounds have become invisible from the flesh drying, take five catties of grains, powdered ephedra flava, yellow horsetail, and powdered liquorice-root, of each 3 oz., boil it all into a gruel and let it cool. Then smear it all over the body, make a hole in the ground, and use the steaming process as in winter, heating the ground, throwing plenty of wine and vinegar on, laying the body in, and covering it up with mats, &c. Besides this, take a pot of clean water, pour into it 2 lb. of samshoo and boil in it two pieces of cloth. When the corpse is soft remove it into a convenient place and use these to rub it clean: the wounds will then appear.
The position of a body having been noted, dash away the maggots and dirt with water, and when the corpse is clean begin to examine. Before applying grains and vinegar, keep on dashing fresh spring water all over the body.
The skin and flesh of wounds inflicted by striking or cutting are of a red colour;
if very severe, livid or black; the flesh adheres to the bone and is free from maggots. Where death has resulted from blows, but decomposition has taken place and the maggots have left nothing but bones, the blood on the wounded part sticks to the bone and dries up black. If there is no wound, but the bone has cracks in it like hairs or like the cracks in china and barelv discernible, these are proofs that there was no wound. Where the body is too much decomposed for examination, you must report clearlythat the hair was gone, the skin and flesh on the temples, head, face, and all over the body was livid or black, quite decomposed and eaten away by maggots, so that the bones were exposed.
If the skin and flesh are in a state of decomposition, you must report whetherentirely so, round the parts where the bones show, or whether only slightly so on the surface; also, whether there are any other injuries on the body, as also the age of deceased, his facial appearance and the cause of death. Moreover, that the body was really too far gone for examination, and that having felt it all over with your hands you failed to find any broken bones.
Man has three hundred and sixty-five bones, corresponding to the number of days it. takes the heavens to revolve.
The skull of a male, from the nape of the neck to the top of the head, consists of eight pieces-of a Ts'ai-chow man, nine. There is a horizontal suture across the back of the skull, and a perpendicular one down the middle. Female skulls are of six pieces,. and have the horizontal but not the perpendicular suture.
Teeth are twenty-four, twenty-eight, thirty-two or thirty-six in number. There are three long-shaped breast-bones.
There is one bone belonging to the heart of the shape and size of a cash. There is one " shoulder-well " bone and one " rice-spoon " bone on either side.
Males have twelve ribs on either side, eight long and four short. Females have fourteen on each side. Near the kidneys of both males and females there is a bone about as big as the, hand perforated with eight holes in rows of two.
The bones in the forearm are two in number as also in the leg between the knee and ankle. At the wrists and ankles of males there are rib8; women have not these. Both knees have a bone hidden inside as big as the thumb. In the hand and foot there, are five spaces, the thumb and big toe being each divisible into two parts. These last have each two joints; the other fingers and toes, three. The pelvic bone is like a pig's kidneys, with the indented part just under the spine. In males, there is quite a curve where the spine meets this bone, making it appear as if there were horns sticking up on either side, like the water caltrop. It has nine holes. In women, the part where the spine joins is flat, and there are only six holes. Take a. thin piece of twine or a strip of bamboo and tie a paper mark to each bone for convenience' sake at future examinations, and to prevent confusion.
For the examination of bones the day should be clear and bright. First take clean water, and wash them, and then with string tie them together in proper order so that a skeleton is formed and lay this on a mat. Then make a hole in the ground, 5 ft. long, 3 ft. broad, and 2 ft. deep. Throw into this plenty of firewood and charcoal and keep it. burning till the ground is thoroughly hot. Clear out the fire and pour in two pints of good spirit and five pounds of strong vinegar. Lay the bones quickly in the steaming pit and cover well up with rushes, reeds, &c. Let them remain there for two or three hours until the ground is cold, when the coverings may be removed, the bones taken to. a convenient spot and examined under a red oil-cloth umbrella.
If the day is dark or rainy the boiling method must be adopted. Take a large jar and heat in it a quantity of vinegar; then having put in plenty of salt and white prunes boil it all together with the bones, superintending the process yourself. When itWis boiling fast, take out the bones, wash them in water and hold them up to the light. The wounds will be perfectly visible, the blood having soaked into the wounded parts, marking them with red or dark-blue or black. Next carefully observe if any of the bones are cracked or split.
The above method is, however, not the only one. Take a new yellow oil-cloth umbrella from Hangchow, hold it over the bones and every particle of wound hidden in the bone will be clearly visible.
In cases where the bones are old and the wounds have been obliterated by long exposure to wind and rain, or dulled by frequent boilings, it only remains to examine them in the sun under a yellow umbrella, which will show the wounds as far as possible.
There must be no zinc boiled with the bones or they will become dull. Where bones have passed several times through the process of examination they become quite white and exactly like uninjured bones; in which case, take such as should show wounds and fill them with oil by the cracks and holes there always are. Wait till the oil is oozing out all over, then wipe it off and hold the bone up to the light; where there are wounds the oil will stop and not pass, the clean parts have not been injured.
Another Method.-Rub some good ink thick and spread it on the bone. Let it dry and then wash it off-where there are wounds, and there only, it will sink into the bone.
Another Method.-Take some new cotton wool and pass it over the bone.
Wherever there is a wound some will be pulled out. At all injured places note whether the splinters of bone point inwards or outwards. In wounds from blows they point inwards; and if they point outwards these are not wounds. Wherever the skull has been hurt the bone is dark-coloured; wherever a bone has been broken, there will be traces of blood on it. Carefully observe any dark-coloured or purple and black halo-like appearance. If long-shaped, it was inflicted by a weapon of some kind; if round, by the fist; if large, by the head; if small, by the point of the foot.
When the preparing and examination of the bones is finished, the assistants should call them over in order. For instance, that such and such bones are all complete, and so on. Next, let every single bone be marked carefully with a number to facilitate their being put together again (if required). Wrap them up in several folds of paper and three or four folds of oil-paper, tie the packet securely with string, seal and sign it.
Then pack it up in a tub, covering the top with a board, make a hole and bury the tub, piling up earth and setting a mark, besides using the lime seal.
Fic. 9.-For the stuidy of ainatomy.
Part II.-To Ascertain wvhether the Wounds were inflicted Before or After Death.
Wounds inflicted on the bone leave a red mark and a slight appearance of saturation, and where the bone is broken there will be at either end a halo-like trace of blood. Take a bone on which there are marks of a wound and hold it up to the light; if these are of a fresh-looking red, the wound was inflicted before death and penetrated to the bone; but if there is no trace of saturation from blood, although there is a wound, it was inflicted after death.
All men have old scars on their bodies, either from falling down in youth or fighting, being bambooed, boils, &e. Although the place heals in time, the scar never passes away; it takes a darkish hue and remains visible after death. For where the blood has once congealed, it will never resume its former appearance. But old wounds have not the halo-like appearance, are soft to the touch, are on a level with the parts surrounding, and of a dull colour. The flesh and bone are both different from those of a recent wound. The bones of parents may be identified by their children in the following manner. Let the experimenter cut himself or herself with a knife and cause the blood to drip on to the bones; then if the relationship is an actual fact the blood will sink into the bone, otherwise it will not. N.B.-Should the bones have been washed with salt water, even though the relationship exists, yet the blood will not soak in. This is a trick to be guarded against beforehand.
It is also said that if parent and child, or husband and wife, each cut themselves and let the blood drip into a basin of water the two bloods will mix, whereas that of two people not thus related will not mix.
Where two brothers who may have been separated since childhood are desirous of establishing their identity as such, but are unable to do so by ordinary means, bid each one cut hiinself and let the blood drip into a basin. If they are really brothers the two bloods will coagulate into one; otherwise not. But because fresh blood will always coagulate with the aid of a little salt or vinegar, people often smear the basin over with these to attain their own ends and deceive others: therefore always wash out the basin you are going to use, or buy a new one from a shop. Thus, the trick will be defeated.
The above method of dropping blood on the bones may be used even by a grandchild desirous of identifying the remains of his grandfather; but husband and wife not being of the same flesh and blood, it is absurd to suppose that the blood of one would soak into the bones of the other. For such a principle would apply with still more force to the case of a child who had been suckled by a foster-mother and had grown up indebted to her for half its existence. With regard to the water method, if the basin used is large and full of water the bloods will be unable to mix from being so much diluted; and in the latter case where there is no water, if the interval between dropping the two bloods into the basin is too long, the first will get cold and they will not lilix.
There are some atrocious villains who, when they have murdered any one, burn the body and throw the ashes away, so that there are no bones to examine. In such cases, you must carefully find out at what time the murder was committed and where the body was burnt. Then, when you know the place, all witnesses agreeing on this point, you may proceed without further delay to examine the wounds. The mode of procedure is this: Put up your shed near where the body was burnt, and make the accused and witnesses point out themselves the exact spot. Then cut down the grass, &c., growing on this spot, and burn large quantities of fuel till the place is extremely hot, throwing on several pecks of hemp-seed. By and by brush the place clean, then, if the body was actually burnt on this spot, the oil from the seed will be found to have sunk into the ground in the form of a human figure, and wherever there were wounds on the dead man, there on this figure the oil will be found to have collected together, large or small, square, round, long, short, oblique, or straight, exactly as they were inflicted. The parts where there were no wounds will be free from any such appearances. But supposing you obtain the outline only of the wounds without the necessary detail, then scrape away the masses of oil, light a brisk fire on the form of the body and throw on grains mixed with water. Make the fire burn as fiercely as possible, and throw on vinegar, instantly covering it over with a new well-varnished table. Leave the table on a little while, and then take it off for examination: the form of the body will be transferred to the table, and the scars of the wounds will be distinct in every particular.
If the place is wild, and somne time has elapsed since the deed, so that the very murderer does not remember the exact spot, inquire carefully in what direction it was with regard to such and such a village or temple, and how far off. If all agree on this point, proceed in person to the place and bid your assistants go round about searching for any spots where the grass is taller and stronger than usual, marking such with a mark. For where a body has been burnt the grass will be darker in hue, more luxuriant, and taller than that surrounding it, and will not lose these characteristics for a long time, the fat and grease of the body sinking down to the roots of the grass, and causing the above results. If the spot is on a hill or in a wild place where the vegetation is very luxuriant, then you must look for a growth about the height of a man. If the burning took place on stony ground, the crumbly appearance of the stones must be your guide: this makes the process much easier. Where death has resulted from blows in a fight, the mouth and eyes will be open, the hair and clothes disordered, and the two arms stretched out. [For just previous to death the mouth will be in full play, and the eyes will be glaring fiercely; the hair and clothes will get disordered in the scuffle; and the arms, employed in defence, will be stretched out.] Where there are wounds the skin will separate from the membrane below and will sound if tapped by the finger. If hot vinegar is applied, the cicatrix will appear. Observe its size and measure its length and breadth. Also note how many wounds there are, either of which would have caused death, but fix on some one in the most vulnerable part as the mortal one. If death occurs either within or without the limit, it may be that medical aid has been of no avail, or from exposure to the air, in which case the face would be yellow and flabby. Where there is blood there is a wound, and all such as are not inflicted by the hand or foot 'are also called wounds from weapons. " Weapons " are not necessarily swords or knives.
Wounds from the hand are mostly about the upper part of the body, the back and chest, or upper ribs, rarely on the lower ribs. Kicks are generally in the pit of the stomach, the ribs, &c. They are indeed found on the upper part of the body, but not unless the victim was lying on the ground. At the examination all those points should be carefully considered, and not merely the size and shape of the wounds. Blows given by the hand or foot or weapons must be on such parts as the head, face, chest, breasts, &c., to be considered as mortal. An arm or leg broken may cause death; there will be a halo round the parts if the wound was inflicted during life. The colour of a wound inflicted by a weapon, the hand, foot, or anything hard, is, if very severe, a dull purple, accompanied by a slight swelling; if less so, purple and red with a slight swelling, purple and red [without any swelling], dark blue, or even only a little discoloured. Wounds from weapons are long-shaped, either oblique or horizontal; from the fist, round; from a kick, larger than those dealt by the fist.
Wounds which occasion death in a couple of days will be somewhat larger than usual; if inflammation sets in badly, death will result in about that time. If death is instantaneous, the wound will be deeper and more severe, the inflammation purple and black, penetrating at once and thus causing death on the spot.
Wounds received by knocking against things are, even though the skin is unbroken, round or with straight outlines. Though the skin should be broken, the wounds will not be deep. Wounds from weapons, or the hand or foot, where the skin is broken but without bleeding, will have a purple and red halo. [Wounds from knocking against things have no halb; those from blows have.] Wounds from a stick or bludgeon are oblique and long-shaped: one end will be higher than the other. You must be careful to note which end, and also whether the blow was struck from the right or from the left, as the wound must tally with the blow to make the case easy of investigation.
Where a stick or bludgeon has been used, the wounds will generally be on nonfleshy parts, and the victim may die in any time from two hours to ten days. Where harder weapons have been used, causing death, pay still more attention to the severity of the wounds. If there was a bit of a scuffle first, accused catching hold of deceased's hair and then letting out with his hand or foot, the wounds will generally be in some fleshy vital spot. If a mortal wound is given by the foot in some vital spot, see if accused had on shoes or not.
In all cases of kicks, first ask accused what he had on his feet. If common, homemade shoes with soft soles, the wound will be slight and swollen; if shop-made shoes, with sewn soles, the wounds will be more severe and hard. Shoes with sharp-pointed toes will cut into the bone, and nailed shoes will inflict a still heavier wound, discolouring the bone. Wounds which injure the bone most are inflicted by shoes with smooth, round toes, heavily studcded with nails. Such require careful discrimination.
Blows given with the head, elbow, knee, &c., must be classed as such according to the evidence, and considered generally as coming under the head of blows from " weapons."
Where wounds are inflicted with weapons and the skin is not broken, but the bone and flesh are injured, or where the wound is in a fleshy place, examination should proceed at once. It will be necessary to elicit clearly whether, if the wound is on the left side, it was inflicted with the right hand, or whether on the right side, and consequently more round towards the back, it was inflicted from behind.
Examine carefully the length, breadth, shape, and size of all wounds inflicted by the hand, foot, or any weapon; also, if the skin is at all broken. Before washing the body, sprinkle them with water, take the heart of an onion, pound it to a pulp and lay it on the injured parts; apply a poultice of grains and vinegar, and in a short time the wounds will be clear and distinct.
A blow from the open hand, though it will not cause death unless on a vital spot, still comes under the heading of " hand." The marks of fingers and a palm will be there, corresponding to the hand. Such are always on the face.
When the instrument of death was a fowling-piece, the aperture of the wound may be examined or even the bones may be examined some time after death. As, however, the belly and bowels soon decompose, and there is no basis of operations in such a case, take what decomposed flesh there is in the coffin and wash it out with water. If the wound was a gun-wound, there will be shot in it, though you must be very careful that none are inserted purposely by interested parties.
CHAPTER III.-VOUNDS FROM WOODEN AND METAL WEAPONS, BRICKBATS, &C.
Long-shaped, oblique wounds on the bone may be set down to wooden weapons; round wounds with jagged edges, and stab-like three-cornered wounds, to brickbats and tiles. If, however, the wound is oblong, round, oval, &c., the bone smashed and marked with blood, soaking into the middle or even right through to the other side, the colour deep red, approaching to purple and sometimes dark blue or black, then the weapon used was of metal. Such weapons are of various kinds, as life-preservers, knuckledusters, iron hands [holding a sharp iron rod pointed like a pencil], shooting stars [i.e., a piece of iron at the end of a string], but the wounds inflicted are similar in character, piercing right into the bone and very severe, not like wounds from wooden weapons, or the hand, foot, &c., which barely reach the bone.
Further, if the bone is broken into irregular splinters and of a light red or red hue, the wound was inflicted by a wooden weapon; but if the splinters are of equal length, broken into an angle one side with the other, and of a dark red or purple hue, the wouind was given with some iron weapon.
Kicks in the pudenda which cause death may be examined if the corpse is not decomposed, though from the very position of such wounds the examination is less likely to be searching and minute. There is, however, a "bone method " which may be adopted, although there are actually no bones in these parts, and such as there are [in proximity] do not show the wounds. To depend, indeed, on the evidence of the bone immediately below the wound would be to let many criminals slip through the meshes of the law. Where wounds have been thus inflicted, no matter whether on man or woman, the wounds will be visible on the upper half of the body and not on the lower. For instance, they will appear in a male at the roots of either the top or bottom teeth, inside; on the right hand if the wound was on the left, and vice versa; in the middle if the wound was central. In women, the wounds will appear on the gums, right or left as above.
Regarding mortal wounids in the upper or lower abdomen-if in the former, and the flesh is decomposed, you must examine the bone with the square holes, which should be red and purple; if the lower abdomen, examine as for the pudenda.
In cases of death from knives, &c., before you arrive at the place of examination, ask your informant (the plaintiff) whether the criminal is caught and what class of man he is, what weapon he used and whether it has been secured. If it has, cause it to be produced that you may note its size, and draw a facsimile of it on paper. If it has not been secured, ask plaintiff where it is and make him draw it and sign his name below the drawing. Also, be very careful to ask if accused is a relative of deceased, and if there was any ill-feeling between them.
Where death has resulted from wounds with knives, &c., the mouth and eyes will be open, the hair disordered, and the hands slightly clenched. The mortal wound will be the largest and longest, the skin shrunk and the flesh exposed; if the belly is cut open the bowels will protrude.
When the murdered man saw his slayer about to strike him with a knife, he naturally stretched forth his hand to ward off the blow; on his hand, therefore, there will be a wound. If, however, the murderer struck him in some fleshy vital part and killed him with one blow, he will have no wound on his hand, but the death-wound will be severe. A cut on the head will sever the hair as if with a knife or scissors. If the skull is fractured at the crown, it was done by some sharp-pointed weapon; this [the fracture] you must ascertain by pressing down the bone with your finger. A wound froim a pointed knife or chopper will be wide at the mouth and narrow inside: a shallow wound from a sword will be narrow, a deep one broad. A wound from the edge of a sword or knife will be narrow at both ends, there being no extraordinary pressure exerted at either. A shallow spear-wound will be narrow, a deep one round, fromii the spear-handle having penetrated. Suppose the weapon was a bamboo spear or a sharppointed coohe's pole used against a vital part, the mouth of the wound will be jagged and irregular. Such scars may be of almost any shape. Where death has resulted from a wound with a sharp weapon, the clothes of deceased must be examined to see if there is a cut, and if the blood-stain corresponds wvith the position of the wound.
Where frolma knife wound the bowels protrude there will be several cuts upon themii. But, it may be asked, how can one blow produce several cuts? Evidently fromii the peculiar arrangement of the bowels coiled up as they are in the abdollmen.
Where death has resulted from blows with weapons, if the weapon was sharppointed the wound will have been a stab, but if blunt, not a stab. If the wound was given on the belly, it will be necessary to give the length, breadth, and depth of the wound. If the mliembrane is pierced and the bowels protrude, there being congealed blood, such a wound was the direct cause of death. So also for the pit of the stomnach and the ribs. So too for the throat when the wound has reached and injured the bone, and the parts round about are irregularly lacerated, and the gullet and wind-pipe severed. A wound on the top of the head, or on the temples, or on the back of the head-it would take a heavy, sharp weapon to break the bone-with blood accoinpanying the scattered brains, must be regarded as a mortal wound, and the actual cause of death.
Wounds are generally inflicted face to face, the weapon being held in the right hand, and are generally inflicted on the left side. For unless held horizontally, the point of the sword could not first colmie in contact with the right side; but supposing it did, this would be evident from the character of the wound. If the striker is lefthanded the wound will be on the right. If it is a case of a sleeping man being wounded, note first the entrance to his sleeping apartment and how the bed was placed. Inquire how deceased was in the habit of lying, and which way his head and feet pointed, and then proceed to examine according to the answers.
Where a man strikes with the hand he is not daily accustomed to use, the blow will fall too high or too low, and will not be even and straight. For instance, a man who is in the habit of using his right hand strikes with his left at the neck of a man lying the wrong way for him, the point of the sword will fall a little too low and slightly wound the right shoulder.' [A case is given in the notes of a coroner who fixed on the actual murderer of a man killed in a junk-fight, by making all engaged in the brawl eat before him. When they had finished their meal he dismissed them with the exception of one, to whom he cried in a voice of thunder, " You are the man! Deceased was killed by a wound on his right side, and you alone ate your rice with your left hand." The murderer confessed.]
Where from lapse of time the knife used shows no stains, heat it red hot in a charcoal fire and pour on it some first-rate vinegar, the marks of blood will then appear.
[An instance is given in the notes of a m-lurder being cleared up in the following manner: The coroner who had identified the wounds as inflicted by a sickle, and had found out that a certain man had quarrelled with deceased about a loan of money, went to the village where the suspected miian lived and caused every man to produce his sickle laying them on the ground before him. In a little while he turned to the suspected man and accused him of the murder. He denied his guilt with many protestations, but the coroner pointed to the flies which had singled out his sickle among seventy others, attracted by the smell of blood. The murderer confessed.] Part II.-To dlistingutish Knife-wounds given before and after Death.
In examining knife-wounds, the first point is to ascertain clearly if they were inflicted by the edge Li.e., not the point] and also, whether before or after death. A wound inflicted with the edge of the knife before death will be gaping and irregular in its formation; clean, regular wounds may be regarded as inflicted after death. Wounds inflicted before death will be characterized by the presence of clotted blood, and by the fresh-looking appearance of the blood and flesh at the mouth of the wound, death being caused by the rupture of the membrane. The flesh of wounds inflicted after death will be dry and white; there will not be the same appearance of the blood.
Where knife-wounds have been received while life was present, the skin and flesh will shrink; there will be a subcutaneous stain all round. Wherever a limb has been cut off, the muscles, bone, skin, and flesh will be in a sticky mass; the skin shrunk from contact with the blade and the bone protruding. WVhere a corpse has been cut to pieces the skin and flesh will not change in appearance, there will be no subcutaneous stain, the skin will not have shrunk, there will be no blood at the end of the wound, and it will be of a white colour. If the wound is washed and the two sides pressed together with the fingers and no clear blood flows from it, the wound was not inflicted during life. Where decapitation has been performed during life, the muscles will have shrunk inwards, the skin curled up, and the bone will protrude; the shoulders also will be higher. Performed after death, the neck will become elongated, the skin will not shrink, the bone protrude, or the shoulders become higher.
When it is a case of a body the head and trunk of which are in different places, first make the relatives identify the corpse, and when you have taken its exact position measure how far from the head or feet.
In case of mutilation of limbs, when you have measured how far each is from the body and taken notes accordingly, put all the parts together complete and lay the corpse in a coffin, comparing a few of the limbs with the stumps to see that they agree. If the flesh is not red and if, although there may be the appearances of wounds, there is no blood and marrow, your verdict must be that the mutilation was inflicted after death when the blood had ceased to circulate.
In cases of inquests on suicides, begin by asking your original informant what class of man deceased was, at what time he committed suicide, and what kind of weapon he used. If anyone comes to identify the corpse ask deceased's age and whether when alive he was right or left-handed. If he was a slave, cause the bill of sale, &c., to be produced. Ask too if he has any relatives and whether he was right or left-handed. The wounds also must be carefully examined as to whether they were inflicted before or after death; in the former case there will have been a flow of blood, in the latter case not.
If the throat was cut by the suicide himself before death, the mouth and eyes will be closed and the two hands clenched; the flesh will be yellow and the hair in order; there will be a wound on the neck of a certain length and breadth; the windpipe and gullet will be severed.
The mouth and eyes of all who cut through the lower part of their own throats are closed; their hands are clenched and their arms drawn up closely. The colour of the flesh is yellow and the hair undisturbed.
A snmall knife will inflict a wound from 1 in. to 2 in. long, a cooking-knife from 3 in. to 4 in. or thereabouts. If crockery is used the wound will be small, though a wound from any sharp-edged weapon will cause death if the windpipe is cut, no matter how slightly. Cuts from sharp weapons on the throat, pit of the stomach, abdomen, ribs, temples, crown of the head and such vital spots, even though not of large size, will cause death if the membrane is pierced. If on the other hand such wounds fare not deep, even though there may be several, death will not ensue.
If the left hand is used the wound will begin from behind the right ear, extending from one to two inches on the other side of the throat, and vice versa. The beginning ,of the wound will be of a severer character than the end. [Pain will cause the suicide to relax his grip.]
Where the suicide has cut his throat with one cut and died on the spot the wound will be nearly 2 in. deep, both gullet and windpipe severed; if he lingers a day, about 12 in., the gullet severed and the windpipe slightly injured; if death results after three days only the gullet will have been severed, the wound being about 18 in. deep, the hair will be in disorder, and there will not be more than one wound, the suicide not being able to inflict a second. If the hair is in disorder, the wound irregular, with no distinction between its depth at one end and the other, the case is one of murder.
Where the throat has been cut with a knife, the characteristics vary, noticeably in the mouth and eyes. Where suicide was comrnitted in an outbreak of passion, the teeth will be firmly set, the eyes slightly open and looking upwards, from the angry feelings excited. If committed through excess of pent-up rage, the eyes will be closed, but not tightly, the mouth slightly open, and the teeth in the majority of cases not shut, arising from the disturbed state of the mind up to the last moment. If driven to commit suicide from a fear of punishment, the eyes of the dead man will be closed, as also his mouth, for he looks on death merely as a return home and a happy release from the responsibilities of life. If such be the case, inquire carefully whether his disposition while alive was rough or gentle, distinguishing between the three periods of youth, manhood, and old age.
The right hand of a man who cut his throat with that hand will be soft, and one or two days after death will curl up, but the left hand will not curl up, and vice versa. Where death was caused by another person neither hand will curl up.
Where a man has cut off his own hand or a finger the flesh and skin will be evenly cut, and if properly bandaged will not cause death immediately, but such a result will be from want of taking due precautions. The flesh and skin about such a wound will curl inwards, but not if the wound was inflicted after death.
A finger bitten off by oneself will generally cause death because of the poison in the teeth. All round the wound where the bone is broken there will be a quantity of matter; the skin and flesh will be rotten, and death will result from the impossibility of a cure. There will be marks of teeth, and a generally uneven appearance.
CHAPTER VII.-SUICIDE BY STRANGULATION. At an inquest on a suicide by strangulation, begin by asking where, in what street, and in whose house it occurred, what persons saw it, what was used to consummate the act, where the body was suspended, and whether a running or tight noose was tied. Then examine whether deceased's clothes are old or new, measure the position of the corpse, noting which way the face and back pointed, and what deceased stood upon. Measure the distance between the head and whatever the body may be suspended from, as well as that between the feet and the ground. In case of the place of suicide being low, measure the distance between wlatever the rope was attached to and the ground. Cut the body down before the assembled people, and carry it to a place where there is plenty of light; then only may you cut the rope from the body, measuring its entire length and the length of the part round the neck; also the circumference of deceased's neck, noting the exact position of the scar. This done proceed to examination.
Begin by asking the original informant what class of man the deceased was, whether he committed suicide early or late in the day, and whether he was cut down in the hope of saving his life; also whether his death was reported early or late. If any one identifies the body, ask him deceased's age, and what was his occupation, what family he had, and what was his reason for committing this act. If deceased was a slave cause his master to produce the documents to that effect, and see if any relatives are mentioned therein, as also his age. Observe carefully the place where deceased committed suicide, and, if already cut down, ask whether when cut down life was extinct or not; also, how much time has elapsed since. Be careful, too, to ascertain accurately the height of the beam. If the feet dangle in the air, the tongue protrude, and the scar round the neck is not a circle, return a verdict of suicide from strangulation, the characteristics being distinct from those of murder.
In examining a case of strangulation where the body is still hanging, notice first the distalnce from the ground and from what it may be suspended, also' whether the latter w%ould be sufficiently strong for such a purpose. If the body is not actually suspended, note what there is under its feet, what kind of rope was used, and the circulmlference anld diamiieter of the noose; also observe the breadth of the scar oni the neck before cutting down the body and taking it away for exalmlination. If the body has been already taken down, ask if the rope or whatever was used is still on the neck of the deceased or near the body or in the place where the act was committed, for the rope should be carefully compared with the scar. If the weather Nas wet and mnuddy, note what deceased had on his feet, and if whatever he stood upon is marked accordingly. In cases of suicide by strangulation the two eyes will be closed, the lips and mouth black, and the teeth slightly showing. If the rope was above the Adami pomvum the mouth will be tightly closed, the teeth firmly set, and the tongue pressed against the teeth but not protruding; but if below, the mouth will be open, and about one-third oftongue protruding, the face will be of a purple-red, at the corners of the lmlouth and on the chest there will be frothy saliva; the hands will be clenched, the thumbs and toes pointing downwards, and there will be marks on the legs as from cauterization; the abdomen will be pendulous and of a livid or black colour, &c., the scar on the neck will be purple and red, or black, as if from a bruise, extending fromll the back of one ear to the back of the other, and measuring fronm 9 in. to 1 ft. and upwards.
If deceased's feet were off the ground, the scar under the Adam's apple will be deep; otherwise not so deep. It will be deep if deceased was fat and the rope thin; less so if he was thin or the rope thick. Where a rope of calico or cloth is used the scar -will be spread over a larger surface. If the body was hanging at an acute angle with the ground [feet touching, of course], or lying on the ground, the scar will be oblique, not reaching to the hair at the back.
Whatever kind of knot is used it wNvill be necessary to observe wxhat deceased stood upon, and whether when the noose wNas made there wouki be enough rope over.
With a running or tight knot death may result if the feet touch the ground, even if the knees touch; mith the single-twist cross knot the feet mlust be entirely off the ground. The single-twist cross knot is used when deceased first tied the rope round his neck and then attaches it to something high up; it will be necessary to observe the dust oni whatever that was, and also to note what deceased stood upon, and w'rhether he could have reached up to attach the rope himself. Observe carefully if the rope be stretched or not, and that there is at least a foot between deceased's head and the beam..
For if the head be close up against whatever it m-nay be, the feet dangling in the air, and there is nothing deceased could have stood upon, then the hanging of the body was the act of some other person.
Where, in a case of self-strangulation, there is no niark of the knot, it will be because deceased first wound the rope several times round his own neck and then, attaching it to somliething high, let himself swing till he died. Or else whenl he had suspended the rope, he hanged himself in a double noose, standing on something high, and thrusting his head into the noose, with an extra turn or so round his neck. The scar resulting, therefore, will be double, the top scar passing upwards from behind the ear towards the hair without crossing, the lower one encircling the neck. Such distinctions should be carefully drawn in reporting the case.
Where there is no mark of a knot on the throat of a suicide by strangulation, there will be in the middle of the scar, on either side of the chin, a faint mark extending tow%ards the ears on either side, with a tendency to diimiinish gradually the higher it gets. Where a single cord has been used, there will be on either side of the knot a subcutaneous appearance of blood rising obliquely upwards and continuous, not extending in a straight line backwards.
After suspension, circulation ceases, and the body becomes purple and black like collected clouds, or as if in a state of decomposition, but differing in appearance from a red and livid body swollen from beating, or one discoloured in large patches from the effects of poison. In an old or eimaciated man this would be less.
apparent.
Where there has been long illness without hope of recovery and a desire to die -as soon as possible, and the sick man lying on his back strangles himself with a rope or girdle, the eyes will be closed, the teeth showing, a smiiall portion of the tongue will protrude, bitten by the teeth, the colour of the flesh will be yellow, the body thin, the hands clenched, &c. The rope or whatever was used will probably be found grasped by the hand of the suicide, the distance of whiclh one from the other must be accurately measured. The scar round the neck will be purple and red, a foot or more in length; the knot will be on the lower part of the throat, and the scar will be deepest in front. If the rope has been already cut away, the belly of the corpse will have swelled, and the tongue will not be bitten.
Beneath the spot where suicide has been comiiiitted by hanging, dig a hole three or more feet in depth; if charcoal is present, that was the place. [The note says this results from the natural influence of the dead body over the ground, and must not be regarded as anything extraordinary.]
Where suicide was coimmitted in a room, observe carefully the dust on the beam or whatever the rope was attached to. If it is much scattered, this may be considered in most cases as bona-fide evidence of suicide; but if there is only a single rope-miark, a contrary conclusion follows.
Where suicide was committed in a low place, the body will generally be in a recumbent position, either on its side or face. If the former, the scar will be oblique but horizontal beneath the neck ; if the latter, the scar will be straight up from beneath the throat, reaching from behind one ear to the back of the other, but not extending to the hair.
Tap lightly with a stick on the suspending rope; if it is tight, the case is one of suicide; if loose, the body has been hung up there by others. Generally, when a body has been thus brought from elsewhere and hung up, there are two scars, the old one being purple and red with a subcutaneous appearance of blood, the other white without that appearance. The purple and red scar will also be deep, though instances occur of depth unaccompanied by the purple and red discoloration. A white scar is, however, unmistakeable evidence of the body being removed from elsewhere.
In cases where from lapse of tilme the body has become decomposed and the head alone remains attached to the rope, the body having fallen to the ground and the bones become exposed from the rotting of the flesh, it only remains to see whether the rope is in the channel beneath the jaws and whether the two wrists and the bones of the forehead are red. If so, it is a case of suicide. CHAPTER VIII.-STANGULATION WITH VIOLENCE PASSED OFF AS SUICIDE. Wherever a man has been strangled or otherwise killed, and it is pretended that he commited suicide by hanging, the eyes and mouth will be open, the hands apart, the hair in disorder, circulation will have stopped in the lower part of the throat, the scar will be shallow and faint-coloured, the tongue will not protrude or even be pressed against the teeth, the flesh on the neck will show marks of finger-nails and elsewhere on the body there will be mortal wounds.
Where the victim was half-strangled and then hung up, there will be two scars, one deep and the other shallow, very like in appearance to those which a suicide himself may cause by giving the rope an extra turn round his neck, though the latter are both deep; but in this case the scars are half red and half white and the subcutaneous appearance of blood is not similar.
Wherever a man has been strangled from behind something, as a window or a tree, the same being passed off as suicide, the rope will not have crossed, the scar on the throat will be regular but deep and of a dull black colour, and not beginning behind the ears, &c. Where a man has been strangled on the lower part of his throat, the knot will be at the back of his neck, his two hands will not hang down, or at any rate not straight down. Strangling from behind is generally against a pillar or something of the kind, and often with a piece or part of some garment, the mark being left on the lower part of the throat which, being a vital spot, death ensues from the stoppage of respiration.
lWhere murder has been comimitted by strangulation, the rope having been passed several times round deceased's neck, the knot will generally be at the back in the middle or slightly inclined to either side; there will be some rope over, hanging down, and the corpse will be lying on its face. From the struggle which he made for his life, deceased's hair will be in disorder, and over his body will be found the marks of bruises, scuffling, &c. Where the hands, feet or neck of corpse have been tied round with rope, because the man is already dead and circulation has stopped, there will be no subcutaneous appearance of blood, and although the cords have penetrated deeply, the scar will not be livid or red, but white.
Where a scar has been burnt in with a hot iron, the mark will be red or scorched and moist.
Where a man has been beaten and finally killed by strangulation, there will be a dark mark on the lower part of the throat, six or seven inches long, not reaching to the back of the neck.
Where a man has been strangled in the ordinary way, there will be a black scar all round the throat over a foot in length.
Sometimes a man is strangled on another's back [the rope being over the murderer's shoulder], in which case there will be traces of the rope having been crossed, the scar will be straight towards the back of the neck, the extremities falling a little and gradually shading off, and generally on the lower part of the throat, not on the chin or under jaws. For in strangling a man over the shoulder on the back, unless the feet are raised off the ground, death would not immediately ensue.
In cases of death from drowning, begin by asking the original informant if it was early or late when he saw the body in the water, and whether it was in the very spot it now is [or whence it has just been takenI, or whether it floated down from elsewhere and if so from what direction and how it came to stop in this place. If witness says he saw deceased fall into the water, ask whether he pulled him out or not and, if he did so whether he reported the case instantly or after some delay.
If, either in a river or a lake, it is difficult to take the proper measurements as to the position of the body, observe the spot where it was floating; if it was not floating but raised and taken out, inquire for the spot whence it was thus raised. Pools or pits with water in them deep enough to drown people, should be fathomed in order to get the depth, and their position should be taken; moreover, wherever a body is found floating or is thrown up in river or stream, lake or pond, the name of the place should be ascertained as well as that of the tenant or occupier.
Where a body has been many days in the water it will haVe swelled up and the direct cause of death will not be distinct. In such cases report that the hair has fallen off, the skin peeled off, that the head is swollen, the lips are turned back and opened, the skin and flesh over the whole body is livid or black; and let your verdict be that these appearances arise from being so long in the water, well or river. as the case may be;
that you have found traces of froth in the mouth and nose of deceased, that the abdomen has swelled up, and that whether or no there are any other injuries on the body there is no evidence to show.
In the case of the body of a drowned man, where it is no question of blows, having on the head or face wounds from sharp weapons, it will be necessary to empty out the water in order to see if there is any sharp thing, either metal or crockery, against which he might have struck. For striking against any such thing before life was extinct would cause a flow of blood, and the wound would closely resemble one inflicted before death, which mistake however, must be carefully guarded against. So also for suicides in wells.
If it is a case of a slave or a wife who before throwing herself into the water received wounds from beating, in pronouncing a verdict of accidental death or suicide, &c., it will be necessary to enter the wounds in the prescribed form, noting that they were inflicted before deceased jumped into the water. Bodies take a long time to float in the cold weather at the beginning of spring, a shorter time in spring, summer, and towards the end of autumn.
If examination be delayed and the corpse is exposed to wind and sun, the skin all over it will rise and form into white blisters.
Where the water is at all deep and broad, the suicide or murdered man as the case may be, will show no bruises from striking against anything; but if the place be shallow and narrow, the result will be similar to jumping or being pushed into a well. Generally speaking, water three or four feet in depth is enough to drown people, and if there is no. other apparent cause, your verdict may be " Death by drowning." But if there is a rope attached to the body or any other suspicious appearances, then it is a case of murder rather than suicide.
If deceased slipped and fell into the water, the mouth and eyes will be both open, the hands will not be clenched, and if the place was narrow, there will be wounds on the head and face.
Where suicide by drowning is committed in consequence of illness, the depth of the water is an unimportant matter as almost any depth would cause death. There will be no other marks about the body, except a slight yellowness in colour.
Where from illness deceased fell into a ditch and was drowned, the mouth and eyes will be open, and the hands slightly clenched. Wash the parts which have been in the water and mud first with water, and then spurt wine over them from the mouth. The flesh will be rather white, the skin of the abdomen slightly swelled, and mud in the finger-nails which will not come out with washing.
An old man may be held under water and so suffocated, but in this case there will be no marks on the body and the belly will not swell.
Part II.-To distinguish between Bodies of droqvned Persons, ancd those thrown in after Death.
The body of a drowned man floats on its face' though not if there is any silverl money about it; the body of a woman floats on its back with the face looking upwards, the hands and feet pointing forwards, the mouth closed, the eyes either open or shut, the belly swelled, and sounding if struck with the hand. [Where deceased fell into the water, the hands will be open, the eyes slightly open, and the skin of the abdomen slightlyswelled up; but if he jumped into the water, the hands will be clenched, the eyes closed, and the bowels much swelled.] The skin beneath the feet will be white and wrinkled, the hair not in any way loose. Both the head and hair as well as the fingernails and toe-nails, or if shoes were worn, these as well, will be full of sand and mud.
[The note says sand and mud are sucked into the nose and mouth of a drowning man by his efforts to draw breath, which of course is not the case with a body thrown into the water after death.] If in the nose and mouth there is froth, and faint traces of, blood specks, or if there are any marks of injuries from striking against anything, these are evidences of death from drowning.
If death was the result of illness and the body was subsequently thrown into the water, there will be no traces of froth in the nose or mouth, and there being no water in the belly it will not be swelled up. The face will be slightly yellow, and the body thin.
Where a man has been killed by blows and then thrust into the water, the colour of his flesh will be rather yellow than white, the mouth and eyes open, his arms stretched out, his hair in disorder, the skin of the abdomen will not have swelled up, no water will flow either from the mouth, eyes, ears, or nose, there will be no sand or mud in the finger-nails, the hands will not be clenched, the soles of the feet will not be wrinkled or white but puffed out, and the mortal wounds on the body will be of a black colour.
Some corpses are fat and others lean; observe this at the time of examination, and take note of any wounds there may be, for the presence of such, even though it be a case of suicide, renders a careful investigation imperative.
If there are no traces of wounds on the body, but the face is purple or red and the mouth and eyes open, death resulted from deceased being held in the water by his feet, with his head downwards.
CHAPTER X.-DEATH BY DROWNING IN A WELL.
In cases of drowning in wells begin by asking the original informllant why, when he first saw there was somebody in the well, he did not attempt a rescue; and how, before the body floated, he knew there was one there at all. If the well is one attached to the house ask how, deceased being miiissing the whole day, he callme to know he was in the well. Wherever there is a man in a well, the fact will be first apparent by there being frothy bubbles on the surface, and this miiay serve as a guide in investigations. Take the exact position of the well, the nam--e of the m--an on whose ground it is and the name of the place. If the body was found at the bottom of the well it will not be necessary to take the position, but only to get an approximate mlleasurement of the ,depth before taking out the body.
A body in a well which has swelled up will show about a foot out of water, but this will not be the case if the water is shallow. If there is any part above water, observe whether the head is uppermost or the feet, and miieasure accordingly; but if not, then with the m-leasuring rod take the distance down to the body, noting also whether the head is uppermost or the feet.
Wherever any one has jumped, been pushed, or fallen into a well, there will be wounds on the head froml striking against or grazing the bricks, his finger-nails will be full of sand and mud, his belly swelled, and if laid on his side or face, water will comle out of his mouth. Where a man has been pushed or fallen into a well, his hands will be stretched out, his eyes partly open, and perhaps he may have imnoney about him or valuables, but if he jumped in to commi-iit suicide, his eyes will be closed, his hands clenched, and there will be no mlloney about his person.
Suicides generally jump in feet first; the contrary is the result of falling in under pursuit or being pushed in. Where a man has slipped and fallen into a well, his mouth and eyes will be open. Carefully observe the marks on the ground where he slipped.
In the 5th and 6th moons there is, both in wells and in grave miiounds, foul air -destructive to human life, and when in summiii-er or autumn, the water being gone, men descend to clean out these wells, death is often the result of inhaling this poisonous air.
This fact must be kept in mind at inquests on suicides.
In cases of death by burning, begin by asking the original informllant where the fire began, where deceased was at the time and why; also whether any assistance was rendered to him, and whether he had had any fight or quarrel with another person. When all this is clear, you may proceed to examination. It miiay happen that the hair is burnt up, the head and entire trunk are scorched black, and that it is impossible to say whether or not there may be on the body any other causes of death, ,or to specify deceased's death and facial appearance. State clearly whether in the mouth or nose there is any trace of ashes, for this is the crucial test of death by burning.
In examining a body where death has resulted from burning, first observe if there are tiles, straw, and ashes beneath it or not; for where a man has been burned in a house roofed with tiles or straw, the body will be found underneath these, whereas if he has been forced in by another man out of revenge, &c., his body will be found uppermnost.
Also note the direction of the head and feet.
Where a body has been burnt to cinders and there is nothing left to examine, take the evidence of your assistants and the neighbours to that effect; then having closely investigated the circumstances of the burning, report that nothing of the body remains for examination, and determine the case according to the ,evidence.
Part II.-To Distinguish between Bodies Burnt Before and Alter Death. Where the burning took place before death, there will be in the mouth and nose -of the deceased a sooty-like ash; the hands and feet will be drawn up. If burning after death, although the hands and feet will be drawn up, there will be no ashes in the mouth; and if the elbows and knees are not burnt, the arms and legs will not be drawn up.
It is a common saying that muscles are the connecting links in the human body, and this is more than ever true of their relation to the bones. Corpses of persons who have been burnt are indeed generally found upon their faces, but if burnt upon the back the corpse rises into a sitting posture from the contraction of the muscles, often frightening people thus. Therefore the fact of the hands and feet being drawn up is not sufficient guarantee that the body was burnt either before or after death; but as a general principle it may be held that if the colour of the body after burning is scorched and black, death had already taken place, and that if the bones are yellow and greasy death resulted from the burning.
The bones of a man who has been burnt to death will sound if let fall; those of a corpse burnt after death will not.
If fire be applied to wounds the skin will not blister; the flesh beneath will be purple and red.
Where an invalid of long standing has been accidentally burnt to death, the coloult of the flesh will be scorched and black, and the flesh itself perhaps shrivelled up; the hands and arms will be drawn up on the breast, the knees also drawn up, the eyes and mouth open, or perhaps the teeth clenched or biting the lips; there will be a yellowish fat bursting through the skin and flesh.
Where a man has been strangled and subsequently thrown into the fire, his hair will be scorched and yellow, his head and whole body scorched black, his skin and flesh shrivelled; there will be no watery blisters or broken places on his body. On the lower part of the throat there will be the marks of strangling.
If deceased was killed with some sharp-edged weapon, and it is pretended that he was burnt to death, bid your assistants pick up the bones and sweep up the ashes and dust. Then upon the clean spot where the body lay sprinkle the whey of grains and vinegar, and if deceased was murdered with a knife or similar weapon there will be a fresh coloured blood-stain where the blood soaked into the ground. But first ask where deceased slept the last night of his life, for fear the body might have been moved after death, in which case there would be some difficulty in basing a decision on such evidence.
In cases of death from burning, wherever the victim fell there will be below the surface the outline of his body. It will be necessary to sweep away the ashes, &c., from the spot, sprinkle vinegar and cover it over for a little while with mats, when it will appear to view. Where a man has been strangled, and thrown into a fire, the inside of his throat will not be burnt, the scar will preserve it. Where a man has been killed with a knife or similar instrument, there will be blood on the ground. The place must be swept and vinegar sprinkled, when a fresh-coloured red will be the result.
In cases of wounds from scalds the skin and flesh of deceased will be broken, the skin peeled off and white, showing white flesh below. The flesh generally will be rotten and red.
In most cases of scalding and burning the wounds are on the victim's hands, feet, or breast. If any blows were struck, or he was knocked into the hot water or fire with the head, the foot, or the hand, the wounds will be on the back of either forearm, or on the thighs, &c. Blisters will not rise on injured parts, which are quite different from scalds, &c.
Scalds, unless over the heart before or behind, are not mortal. They are principally on the head and ribs, the hands and feet, more severe in some parts and less so in others. Self-inflicted scalds are chiefly on the hands and feet, the chest and upper part of the back.
A corpse which has been scalded turns white, but is not otherwise affected; neither do blisters rise on it. At an inquest regard nothing unimportant. The adage says-A difference of a hair will be The difference of a thousand Ui.
For often it is difficult to tell whether a man has been strangled or whether he committed suicide by hanging himself; whether he was accidentally drowned or threw himself into the water; whether he died from the effects of blows received or fell a victim to disease.
Besides which, slaves frequently commit suicide in one way or another in consequence of being beaten, &c., necessitating a prompt and searching investigation into the evervarying circumstances which thus create suspicion.
In examining a corpse bearing suspicious marks upon it, if the weapon was sharpedged and penetrated right through, note both where it went and that where it came out. If the body is decomposed, compare the position of the wound on the body with the mark on the clothes deceased was wearing. Suppose deceased to be lying on his face and with some short weapon or a pointed piece of bamboo in his hand, in certain cases it is quite possible he may have fallen down in a fit of drunkenness and inflicted the wounds on himself. If he is lying near some high place or in mud, examine carefully if there are any other marks or any money about the body or signs of injuries whatsoever.
Where a man has been killed, but from lapse of time the body has decomposed and there remains nothing certain to go by, examine the bone between the top of the head and the forehead, commonly called "the cover of the mind." This will have started up, leaving a slight fissure, and will be of a faint red or livid colour, caused by the rush of blood thither in consequence of the stoppage of respiration. Examination of this bone will make the case clear.
The " door of life " bone is very tender, and death may result from its being struck by the hand. For on either side of it there are two holes through which runs a red muscle as thin as silk connecting the two kidneys; death would ensue if this were broken, but there would be no trace of the injury on the surface of the body. If death is stated to have been caused by striking the "door of life," examine the bone, which in such case should be purple and red. The "door of life " bone extends from the os sacrum upwards to the seventh joint in the spine; there is a small hole on either side by which it may be known.
In all cases where there are no marks of wounds, but the face is of a dull, livid colour, and perhaps looking as if was swelled on one side, you may be almost sure that death was the resilt of something being pressed over the mouth and node, or from strangulation with a handkerchief, girdle, or something of that kind, there being, consequently, no wounds visible. Observe if the skin on the neck is hard or not, as this a very important place; also if the hands and feet show any signs of being tied, the tongue of being bitten, the pudenda, &c., of being stamped upon. If you find none of these marks, then see if there is any saliva in the mouth, and if the neck is swollen or not. If there is saliva accompanied by swelling, death was probably the result of diphtheria, or perhaps occurred in a fit of drunkenness.
It often happens that a man after fighting and separating goes either to wash his face or get a drink in whatever river, pond or pool may be near, and then from sheer exhaustion-sometimes from drunkenness which in the first instance caused him to fight-gets giddy, slips and falls, into the water and is drowned. As he was alive when he fell into the water, the abdomen will swell, there will be sand and mud in his finger. nails, and his two arms will be stretched forward; these are evidences of death by drowning, and, although wounds may be found on the body which must be entered on the form, your verdict should be Death by Drowning after a fight. For although the wounds may be on vital spots, there still remains the death-limit, and death from other causes outside the death-limit, both of which come under the head of death from wounds; but in the present case death was the result of falling into the water, and, although there are wounds, must be considered as proceeding from other causes Further, it very frequently happens that subsequent to a fight a man falls down in getting up on to some high place and is killed. Examine the height of the place, and whether the injuries which resulted are or are not on vital spots. Also closely question those who saw the fight and its termination.
Where a man dies in consequence of blows received in a fight but has no wounds visible, it may be that he was suffering from a disease of long standing, or had taken too much to drink before he began to fight, and then from striking against something during the fight, injured himself so that he died.
Si res ita se habeat, testes ambo in uterum contracti non poterunt cerni. Linum sume calido aceto mersum, quod super infimam abdominis partem spatium caenae imponas. Hoc facto et abdomine manu oppresso, testes statim descendent. Si senex et aegrotus qui ita pugna occisus est, vulneribus non apparentibus, scrotum maxima cura inspicere debet; nam saepe unus tantum testis in uterum contrahitur, qui abdomine manu oppresso statim descendet.
In cases where there are no marks of injuries and no signs of illness, making it very difficult to arrive at any verdict, the chances are that some sharp weapon will have been passed through the crown of the head and perhaps into the brain, thus causing death. When the relatives and witnesses have drawn up their statements of the case, proceed to cut off deceased's hair and examine.
Examine the teeth, tongue, ears and nose of murdered men, as well as the nails on their hands and feet, to see if anything sharp has been thrust into them.
In all cases where your verdict is death by poison, self-strangulation, or jumping into water after being beaten, it is necessary to make a searching personal examination. If it is a case of poison being put in the mouth of a man who has been beaten to death as if he actually took it, hanging up a body and pretending it was suicide by hanging, or throwing a body into the water and pretending it was suicide by drowning, the slightest mistake may entail most serious consequences. Carefully note the wounds on deceased's body; if these are not on vital places, but the self-strangulation, drowning, or poisoning are apparently bona-fide, then your report may be worded to that effect.
If it is a case of murder by night, and there are no witnesses or the corpse is not forthcoming, it will be necessary to institute secret inquiries after the plaint has been made; it will not do to act upon guesses or to cook up evidence to suit the case and make it complete.
Bribery. In all cases where prosecutor and accused are men of the slightest influence or position, choose experienced and trusty assistants, taking them along with you and never letting them out of your sight even to eat or drink, unless watched by some one, but adjourn the case for a while until they may have finished. Unless you do this, these men will be tampered with, and there will be an end to all justice or redress. This cannot be too cautiously guarded against.
Disease.
Whenever an inquest is held over the body of a man who has died from disease, ask first where deceased came from, and then, whether anybody knows him or not, what disease he had, how old he was, and how long ill. If deceased was a slave, inquire for the bill of sale, &c., ask whether he has any relatives, from whom he received medical advice, and what medicine he took. Then proceed to give your verdict in the presence of all parties. If there are no other causes of death, report that the body is of a yellow colour, and nothing but a bag of bones, which could only come about before death; mention also what disease was the cause of death, taking a certificate from the doctor to that effect. If deceased, according to the evidence of all, died of illness and came to his end by no unfair means, no one can apply for a further inquest.
Wherever it is a case of death from illness, the body is emaciated and the colour of the flesh a faded yellow, the mouth and eyes in most cases are shut, the belly sunk in, the two eyes quite yellow, the two hands slightly clenched, the hair in disorder, and perhaps there may be recent or old marks of cauterization upon the body. If no further marks are found upon the corpse, death resulted from disease.
Hunger.
If death has happened at the road-side from hunger, the body will be emaciated and of a dull yellow colour, the mouth and eyes shut, the hands slightly clenched, the mouth and teeth of a smoky yellow colour, and the lips will not cover the teeth.
Sudden Death. In cases of sudden death in spring, summer, or the beginning of autumn, there appears after two or three days a slightly livid hue on the lower part of the belly and at the fissures between the ribs. This arises from decomposition after death, the foul matter distributing itself and occupying parts of the skin and flesh; it has nothing to do with the causes of death.
Fright.
The corpses of people frightened to death by devils, goblins, &c., will generally be fat and of a slightly yellow hue, the mouth and eyes will be shut, and in the former there will be frothy saliva, but no marks of violence upon the body.
In cases of sudden death the flesh will not have sunk away, in the mouth and nose there will be frothy saliva and the face will be purple and red; this will be the result of the saliva having collected and choked up the windpipe.
Where death has been sudden from fright, &c., the eyes will be open and the pupils white, the mouth will be closed and the teeth firmly set, sometimes the eyes and mouth will be drawn down on one side or the other, from the corners of the mouth and the nostrils there will be a flow of frothy saliva, and the feet and hands will be drawn up.
In cases of death from fright the corpse will be fat and generally of a glossy white, the mouth and eyes closed, with a copious flow of saliva. Sudden death and death by supernatural agency will not be characterized by fatness or the reverse, but the two hands will be clenched, and the nails of the hands and feet will generally be dark blue.
Where death has been the result of fright the mouth and eyes will usually be deflected, the hands and feet drawn up, the arms, legs, hands and feet shrunk, and there will be a flow of saliva.
Catching Cold. Where death resulted from catching cold, the whole body will be red and purple, the mouth and eyes open, with a purple liquid oozing out, the lips will be slightly open and the hands not clenched or drawn up.
Where death has resulted from atmospheric causes, the eyes and mouth will be open, the whole body of a yellow colour, with a slight separation of the skin, and both hands and feet stretched out.
Where death has resulted from red eruption there wi4l be small red spots scattered here and there on the body without much swelling.
Heat Apoplexy. Heat apoplexy is generally fatal in the 5th, 6th, and 7th moons; the tongue does not protrude, nor the bowels; the face is white and yellow, and sometimes from the nose, &c., there is a discharge of blood.
Cold. Where a man has been frozen to death, the face will be of a dull yellow, there will be freely saliva in the mouth, the teeth will be hard [closed], the body stiff, and the two arms drawn up on the chest. In washing the body with wine, at the first contact with the hot steam the jaws will become red and the face will become the colour of the Hibi8cue mutabili8. Saliva will flow from the mouth, but it will not be sticky.
Hunger.
In cases of death from hunger the whole body will be dark-coloured, thin, hard, and rigid. The eyes will be closed, the mouth open, the teeth tightly set, the belly sunk in, and the hands and feet stretched out.
Fright.
In cases of death from fright, the eyes will be staring, the mouth open, the two arms stretched out as if in terror.
Repletion. Where death has resulted from over-eating or drinking, begin by making the assistants wash the body with vinegar; then, if there are no wounds, pat the belly with your hand, and if it is swelled up and sounds like a drum, death was caused by repletion, and by the wine penetrating into the heart and lungs. Make the relatives depose as to the amount of wine usually necessary to make deceased drunk, as also to the quantity he took on the present occasion.
Where death has resulted from drinking samshoo, the teeth rattle about and easily drop out, the body is soft, and a watery fluid comes from the mouth and nose. Samshoo should not be heated over the fire in a pewter vessel, or left to stand all night; if thus left for a few days, it may cause death to whoever drinks it, the face turning a dull livid colour.
[NVhere death has resulted from getting drunk off samshoo, life may be restored by pouring down the throat water collected from the lids of saucepans and cooking-pots.] Trampled on.
Where deceased has been stamped upon and injured internally so as to cause death after over-indulgence in eating and drinking, the appearance of the body will not be a reliable guide. If there were no other causes of death, ejection of food at the mouth, nose, &c., will at any rate be some indication. Make careful inquiries whether deceased had fought with anybody and thus came to be trampled upon before you give your verdict.
Cauterization.
In cases of cauterization with a needle, it will be necessary to obtain the certificate of another doctor as to whether death may not have been caused by the operation being perfornmed in a wrong spot. If the five viscera are short of the yin (female principle), and acupuncture is performed (from a faulty diagnosis) with a view to add more yang (male principle), this is called chung chieh. Death is sure to result, the patient dying quietly. The opposite of this is called ni chileh, and is equally fatal, but death is not peaceful.
Homo qui sibi ultra modum indulgeat, semine exhausto in ipso feminae corpore moritur. Falso verum diagnoscere perfacile est, hoc erecto, illud dejecto membro.
When men and women die of irregularities of the yin and yang, their lips and nails will be of a dull livid colour; in severe cases the whole body will be purple, arising from exhaustion of the latter (vital fluid) or coagulation of the former (blood).
Where death has resulted from an irregularity of the yin, the corpse will be of a dull livid or black colour, resembling a case of poisoning, but of a fainter hue. The mouth and eyes will be shut, the two hands closed, &c., &c.
Bambooing. Where death has resulted from corporal punishment with the bamboo, the marks should be carefully examined as to their breadth, and it should be noted if the scrotum, ribs, waist, or lower abdomen show any subcutaneous appearance of blood.
The smaller bamboo will leave scars 3 in. long by 2in. on the left, and 3B in. long by 3 in. on the right side. Depth, l3u of an inch on either side.
The large bamboo will leave scars from 3 in. to 3i in. either way on both sides, and ,' of an inch deep. There will be matter in and around the wounds, and the flesh will be rotten.
It sometimes happens that people die after a bambooing from quite other causes. If the front of the thighs and the lower abdomen is slightly red, do not look on this as a subcutaneous appearance resulting from infliction of the bamboo; for very possibly it came from lying on something hard while being punished, and appeared as might be expected after death. This requires care at the time of examination.
If there are slanting, broken wounds on both sides, several inches long by something less than an inch broad, and reaching down to the bone, with a scab, death resulted from deceased catching cold in wounds inflicted with the bamboo.
Falling from a Height. Where death has resulted from falling down off a tree or house, notice the branches, leaves, &c., the height of the house, the place where deceased's foot slipped, the depth of the mark in the ground, and the particular nature of the wound which caused death. If the injury was internal, blood will flow from the mouth, eyes, ears and nose. If the wound is very severe, be even more careful in your examination, and measure the exact height of the place from which deceased fell.
In cases of falling down either from slipping or tripping, the force being low down, the wounds are consequently on the leg, foot, or arm. Such, whether on the right or left, only injure the limb half way round. If it is a case of being pushed down, then the force, being high up, the wounds will be chiefly on the head and the two wrists. For pushing implies the exertion of force, and the head is the heaviest part of the human body. Thus, if a person was pushed down while he was expecting it, his hands would probably touch the ground first, but, if taken unawares, his head. Although it does not necessarily follow that the wounds are more extensive, they are distinguishable from wounds received in falling down.
Cru8hed to Death. Where a man has been crushed to death the eyes and tongue will protrude, the hands will be slightly clenched, all over the body there will be traces of dead blood of a dull purple colour; from the nose blood will flow, or a watery fluid; the injured parts will be red and swollen with a subcutaneous appearance of blood; the parts where the skin has been broken will be red and swollen, and perhaps the bones and muscles broken. The above refers to crushing on a vital spot, for if the spot be not vital, death will not ensue; neither will a body which has been crushed after death present these appearances.
Where a man has been crushed to death by a house or wall falling on him, or by a stone, the length and breadth of wounds on the fleshy parts of the body must be reported, and that they were inflicted by something hard; note also if the bones are broken or not. If death was caused by a falling tree, note the size of the wound thus inflicted, which should be oblique and corresponding to the dimensions of the tree.
Crushing after death has not the same characteristics.
Where two men are carrying anything on a pole, one strong and and the other weak, and the weak one gets crushed, the shoulder as well as the hand and foot on the same side will all be more or less injured. Where the crushing resulted from accidentally rushing up against anything, observe carefully whether the wounds are at the front or on the back, on the right or left side. If on the back, then on the front part of the body there will be traces of injury from knocking against something, and vice versa. So also with regard to the right and left sides.
Choking or Gagging. Wherever death resulted from the forcible stoppage of respiration, the eyes will be open and the eyeballs starting out; from the mouth and nose a watery blood will flow; all over the face there will be a subcutaneous appearance of blood of a dark brown-red colour; the bowels will protrude, &c.
Where the mouth and nose have been gagged with clothes or wet paper and death has resulted therefrom, the abdomen will be swelled up and dry. WVherever a man has been choked by other means, his two hands, the back of his arms either above or below, his heel-bones and chest will all show slight wounds.
For to choke a man so that his eyeballs start out requires considerable pressure, and though the body may be kept immovable, the hands and feet must be to a certain extent free. But the hands and feet may have been tied, and it will be necessary to see if there are any such marks.
Held up head downwards. Supposing a man is made drunk and laid down on a carpet or rug, then, when he is sound asleep, rolled up in it and held up head downwards, death will ensue very quickly, but there will be no traces of blood from the mouth and eyes, or, if there are, a little water will soon remove them. There will, however, be a strong exhalation of wine fumes.
Held up head downwards in a tub of water and lime. Sometimes two tubs, such as are frequently covered one over the other and about the height of a man, are used, one being first filled with water in which a quantity of lime is mixed up, and then the victim is thrust in head downwards, the other tub being used to cover him up. Death soon ensues. This is called " going out for a sail." When the body is subsequently washed no wound of any kind will be visible, the face will be yellow and white, as if death had occurred from disease. The flow of blood which might naturally be expected will be arrested by the lime, as also the blood which would have collected and congealed in the face will be similarly dispersed. This can only be substantiated by "bone examination " of the shell of the brain, for the grits of the lime passing through the mouth and nose, which can be washed clean, penetrate right into the brain and may be found sunk in it. From such evidence as this there is no appeal.
Prodding.
Where a man has died through being prodded with something hard, there will be a subcutaneous appearance of blood at the back of the ribs, purply red and swollen, three or four inches square or round, the skin not broken. Feel with the hand if any injury has been done to the muscles or bone. This is a non-resisting vital spot.
Trampling of Horses, ctr.
Where a man has been trampled to death by a horse, the colour of the body will be slightly yellow, the two arms stretched out, the hair in disorder, blood will flow from the mouth and nose, and the injuries will be of a black colour. Where a vital spot has been trampled upon and death caused thereby, the bones will be broken and the bowels will protrude. If a man is merely knocked down or trampled upon in some non-vital spot, the skin will be broken and the scar will be red and black, but death will not result. The mark of a donkey's hoof is small, and wounds from cow's horns are generally in the pit of the stomach or in the abdomen or ribs. If the skin is not broken, the wound will be red and swollen.
The wounds inflicted by the trampling of men, horses, donkeys and mules are distinguishable by their number and severity. A horse moves with great force, inflicting few wounds but breaking the bones and perhaps forcing out the bowels. Where a prostrate man is trampled upon by a number of horses, the wounds will be many, but not so severe as where a man is knocked down by a horse galloping. If trampled on by men the injuries will be in long-shaped patches, severe at one end and slight at the other. Where many people trample over a man, preventing him from rising, the severity and size of the wounds will vary. The wounds inflicted thus by donkeys and mules are not only smaller than those inflicted by horses, but the halo round the wound is distinctly visible. If a man is gored unawares by an ox, the wound is generally in front on the ribs, lower abdomen, or pit of the stomach. If an ox suddenly rushes at a man so that he has not time to get out of the way, the wound will generally be on the back or ribs.
Crushed.
Where a man has been crushed by a cart-wheel, the colour of the corpse will be slightly yellow, the mouth and eyes open, the hands slightly clenched, the hair tightly plaited. [This applies only to instant death.] Run over.
Death generally results from the wheel passing over some vital spot such as the chest or ribs; if the part is not vital, death will not ensue.
A cart may pass over a man either crosswise or lengthwise; crosswise when a man, passing before a cart going too fast to be pulled up, falls down and the cart goes over and kills him. The injury will be either on the neck, head, or chest, back or ribs, and possibly on the arms or legs. If a man is run over by a cart meeting him face to face, the wounds will be on the arms, legs, or ribs, but only on one side, and passing along the body in a straight line. The wounds will be long and generally on the front part of the body. If run over from behind, the wounds will be much the same but on the back.
Lightning.
Where a man has been struck by lightning the body will be of a scorched yellow colour, soft and black. The two hands will be partially clenched, the mouth open and the eyes starting out, the hair behind scorched and yellow, and generally in disorder. At the burnt places the skin and flesh will be hard and shrivelled, the clothes on the body burnt to cinders, or perhaps not burnt. The injuries are generally on the head at the back, the sutures open, and the hair looks as if it had been singed off from top to bottom. Occasionally there are patches of loose skin, as large as the hand, of a purply red colour, the flesh is not injured, and on the chest, neck, back, and arms there are streaks like the strokes of the seal character. There are two kinds of death by lightning: one from fright, where no wounds are to be found, the other from being struck where wounds are to be found.
Tigers.
Where a man has been bitten to death by a tiger, the colour of the body will be yellow, the mouth and eyes will generally be open, the hands clenched, the hair in confusion, and the wounds torn and uneven. There will be marks also of the animal's tongue and teeth. Tigers generally bite the head and neck, leaving marks of the claws and feet on the body. The wounds are like holes, in which the bone is sometimes visible. They will be on the chest and legs. There will also be marks of the tiger's claws on the ground, which should be copied by an artist, the head man of the place and the neighbours being present as witnesses. [At the beginning of a month tigers bite the head and neck, in the middle of a month the back and belly, at the end of a month the feet. Cats bite rats in the same way.] Mad Dogs.
Where a man has been bitten by a mad dog and died in consequence, there will be a mark of a wound, and the belly will have swollen up hard. The appearance of the victim in the first stages will be that of a man with a violent cold, terribly afraid of wind, barking every now and then like a dog, wanting to bite people and tear their clothes, the belly pendulous, and micturition difficult.
Snakes, d-c.
Where death has been caused by the bite of a snake or reptile, the wound will be black and show marks of the teeth; the parts round it will be livid and swollen, a watery fluid of a yellow colour will flow from the wound, the poison will have penetrated to the extremities, and the body will have swollen up black and shiny.
Rats, dc. Where a dead body has been gnawed by rats, &c., the skin will be broken, but there will be no appearance of blood, and round the injured parts there will be marks of teeth. Supposing the parts to be ragged and uneven, if inflicted by some other animal, the wound will be on a larger scale.
Directly a case of death on the high-road is reported, proceed at once to examine the body, and observe if there are any wounds, taking a note of the apparent age of deceased, his facial appearance and clothes. If there is any property found with him, make a public delivery of the same to your treasurer, to be kept until identification by his relatives. Buy a coffin and bury the body in a temporary manner, marking the spot with a mark. If it is a case of death by violence your investigations and report must be made with double care. CHAPTER III.-ACCIDENTAL POISONING. Death is not caused only by such drugs as arsenic or snake-eater but even by gin-seng and the Cyperus esculentus, if constantly taken; the mouth and nose discharging blood, and the skin breaking all over into cracks about an inch apart. In the medical work by the Emperor Huang and his minister Chi, we have mentioned the tendon-swelling, commonly called "the black-rash swelling." A wrong diagnosis will lead to fatal results. All such diseases as also the vulvae morbus are characterized as follows: The nails of the hands and feet are of a dull livid colour, or perhaps quite livid and purple, and in severe cases the head and whole body are both purple, the reason being that the blood has been paralysed and acquires this colour from congelation. In Canton and Fokien they have also miasmatic contagion. If a man is attacked by this let him be pricked at once with the sharp point of a piece of broken crockery-ware, either on the forehead, or between the eyebrows, or on the arms; about a pint of blood taken from him will be enough to effect a cure. If the attack is slight the blood will be red and copious; if severe, purple and scarce. Blood of a blackish purple and very little in quantity indicates that the attack is extremely severe, and recovery next to impossible. The people of those provinces regard a copious flow of blood as a subject of congratulation, and know that when it comes with difficulty recovery is out of the question. The head and face of the corpse are for the most part of a dull livid or entirely purple and black, as also the nails of the hands and feet. On the other hand, there is abscess of the liver and other diseases of the viscera where a foul mass it thrown up, black blood excreted, the rectum swells up, and the bowels protrude: in such cases death must not be hastily attributed to poison. Besides, death is often caused by mixing things which disagree; for instance, you cannot eat honey with onions, nor should there be any dust or cobwebs with a dish of torpedo. If from the rapidity with which death occurs you are led to infer that it was caused by poison, you will fall into grievous mistakes.
Miasmatic contagion is extremely fatal in Yunnan and Canton. The body is not entirely livid, purple, or of a dull black, but the face is of a bright red colour, the lips and mouth purple and black, the chest, abdomen, and throat swelled up, the nails of the hands and feet of a dull livid colour, and from the mouth, eyes, ears, nose, &c., there will be a discharge of blood. If the bones are examined after death, they will be of a cloudy dark-blue colour.
Reptiles.
Poison can be taken into the system otherwise than through the stomach, as from the bites of insects, snakes, and such animals, but in such cases there will be the mark of the bite. Where death has ensued from the bite of a mad dog after the wound had healed, there will still be the marks. of teeth: note the size of these. All such wounds will be livid and black and swollen.
In cases of death from poisoning the bones will be rotten, and will be found on examination to be of a dull black colour, the chest, pit of the stomach, roots of the teeth, and tips of the fingers, being all of a dark blue colour. WVhere death has resulted from intentionally taking poison, the mouth and eyes will generally be open, the face of a dull purple or livid colour, the lips purple and black, the nails of the hands and feet of a dull livid, there will be blood from the mouth, eyes, ears, and nose. In severe cases, the whole body will be black and swollen, the face livid and black, the lips curled and blistered, the tongue shrunk up or cracked, rotten, swollen, and slightly protruding. The lips will also be rotten and swollen, sometimes also cracked. The tips of the finger-nails will be black, the throat and belly swollen up, of a black colour and blistered. The body will be marked with livid streaks, the eyes starting out, a purple black blood coming from the ears, mouth, and nose, with the hair on the head and face in disorder.
Before death takes place a foul mass will be thrown up and black blood may be passed. The rectum will be swelled up and the bowels will protrude.
Where poison has been taken death will ensue either at once or at some time in the same day; if the poison is slow, at the expiration of one or two days. The vomiting may be intermittent or continuous. Search carefully deceased's clothes for any remnant of the poison; also the spot where he cominitted suicide for any pot or vessel that might have contained the drug.
Silver Needle Method to detect Poi8gon.
To detect suicide by poison, take a silver needle, wash it in lye made from the soap bean and insert it into the dead man's mouth, sealing up the mouth tightly with paper. After a little while take it out, and you will find it of a dark blue or black colour, which will not come off if washed again in soap-bean lye. If it is not a case of poison the needle will remain fresh and white.
Another Method.
Another method is to take three pints of common rice and boil it soft; then take one pint of good glutinous rice, clean it well, and steam it in a pudding-cloth over the already boiled rice; then take a fowl's egg-a duck's egg will do-make a tiny hole in it and take out the white, throwing it over the glutinous rice and mixing it well up together. Then tie up as before and lay it on top of the boiled common rice, and with three fingers squeeze it up into balls about as big as a hen's egg. Take these quickly, while still hot, and put into the deceased's mouth in front of his teeth, covering up the mouth, ears, eyes, &c., with three or four sheets of paper. Then take sev'eral strips of new cotton wool and plunge them into three or four pints of good vinegar, which has been made to boil fast. When they have been some little time immersed, spread grains all over the body and cover over with the cotton wool. If deceased died from the effects of poison, the body will swell up, there will be a foul and stinking discharge from the mouth, blown out upon the cotton wool. [You had better not stand too near.] Afterwards take away the cotton wool and the glutinous rice, when, if it has been turned black and foul smelling by the discharge, you may return a verdict of death by poison. The absence of these signs must be regarded as proving that death was not caused in this way.
Fowl Method. Another method is to thrust a lump of boiled rice into deceased's throat and allow it to remain there a little while, the mouth being meanwhile covered up with a sheet of paper. Then take it out and give it to a fowl to eat. If the fowl dies, poison is present.
Full or Em.pty Stomach.
If poison is taken on a full stomach, the abdomen will swell and be of a livid colour, but the lips and finger-nails will not be livid; if taken on an empty stomach, the results are exactly reversed. Where, however, poison is taken by a man with a weak stomach or by an invalid of long standing, and death occurs directly, neither the abdomen, mouth, lips, or finger nails will necessarily be livid. The disease under which deceased may have been suffering will require to be taken into consideration.
Where Time has Elapsed. WVhere some time has elapsed since the poison was swallowed, and it is no longer possible to detect its presence, first take a silver needle and thrust it into deceased's throat; then, beginning from the feet upwards, plaster over the body with hot grains and vinegar, allowing a free passage [through the moutbh for the air inside the body. If a poisonous vapour is emitted the needle will turn to a black colour.
If the poultice of grains and vinegar is applied from the head downwards, the poison vapour will be forced the other way and can only be detected by applying the silver needle to the rectum.
Where other food has been taken on the top of poison, and it becomes impossible to detect the presence of the latter, the ordinary operation by the mouth may be performed by the latter method.
Whether Administered Before or After Death. Where poison was accidentally or intentionally taken by any one, the whole body will be of a livid colour, retaining the skin and flesh for many days; or it may be of a black colour. After some time the skin and flesh will rot and fall off, leaving the bones exposed and of a dull black colour. The chest, pit of the stomach, roots of the teeth, and tips of the fingers will be of a dark blue or livid hue.
Where poison has been administered to a dead man in order to pass off his death as the result thereof, the skin, flesh and bones will be of a yellow colour.
Care must be taken not to confuse the accidental with the intentional taking of poison.
Swallowing Snakes.
[A case is recorded of a man who tied his victim's hands and feet, and forced into his mouth the head of a snake, applying fire at the same time to its tail. The snake jumped down the man's throat and passed into his stomach, but at an inquest held over the body no traces of wounds were found to which death might be attributed. This, however, may be detected by examination of the bones, which, from the head downwards, will be found entirely of a bright red colour, caused by the dispersion of the blood; and, moreover, the more the bones are scraped away the more bright coloured do they become.] CHAPTER V.-ALL KINDS OF POISONS.
Ku. Where Ku poison has been taken, the whole body, head, face, and breast, will be of a dark blue or black colour. The body will swell, and there will be a discharge of blood from the mouth and anus.
To Make Ku.
Ku is made as follows: Take a quantity of insects of all kinds and throw them into a vessel of some kind, and let a year pass away before you look at them again. The insects will have killed and eaten each other until there is only one survivor, and this one is Ku. The word is derived from ch'ung, insects, and min, a vessel, &c.
Where death has resulted from gold worm kun, the body will be thin and emaciated, and of a yellow and white colour, the eyes will have sunk in, the teeth will be visible, the lips will be shrunk, the abdomen will have sunk in, and a needle will show a shaded yellow stain, which will not come off when washed in soap-bean lye.
Sometimes the body swells and the skin and flesh look as if scalded into blisters by hot water, with here and there traces of matter, and the tongue, lips and nose cracked and broken. These are unmistakable signs of gold worm ku. The first paragraph applies to thin people, this latter to fat ones.
Both in Kiangnan and Kiangsi there is a kind of poison called Illicium religiosum, very much resembling ku in its action, only the lips are more cracked, the gums livid and black; it operates after twenty-four hours, blood flowing from the nine apertures.
Where croton seeds have been taken the mouth will be dry, the two cheeks red, the top of the head, palms of the hands and soles of the feet will be hot; there will be incessant purging.
Ar8enic.
When sublimed arsenic has been taken, in a little while the whole bddy will be covered with small blisters, and turn to a livid or black colour, the eyes will start out, and on the tongue there will be little broken blisters, besides which the mouth and lips will be cracked, the two eyes will swell out, the belly will swell, the rectum will swell and gape, and the finger-nails will be livid and black.
Swallowing sublimed arsenic will be attended with vomiting and painful griping, delirium, and discharges of blood from the seven apertures of the head; the mouth and lips will also be livid and black. If taken on a full stomach, the upper half of the body will be livid; on an empty stomach, the lower half. Testes magnopere crescent.
Where Corydali8 heterocarpa poison has been taken, blood will flow from every aperture on the body; its characteristics will be like those of sublimed arsenic.
Ice-flakes (Borneo Camphor).
A little more than a mace of Borneo camphor taken in hot wine will be enough to stop respiration, make the blood boil and flow from the seven apertures.
Quicksilver.
Death from swallowing quicksilver may be detected by gold which will be turned white.
Where a man has been poisoned by vegetable or mineral substances, the body will be marked here and there with swellings like blows from the fist, or large patches of a livid or dark colour. The nails will be black, the flesh on the body cracked and slightly bloody; the belly may be swollen, accompanied by hEemorrhage from the rectum.
Wine.
Where a man has been poisoned with wine, the belly will swell, accompanied by hemorrhage from the rectum.
Where death has resulted from eating poisonous mushrooms, the nails of the hands and feet as well as the whole body will be of a livid or black colour, much blood will come from the mouth and nose, the skin and flesh will be cracked all over, the tongue and bowels will protrude.
Dross of Silver.
No mention is made in any book of the means of detecting the presence of the dross of silver used as a poison.
Salts.
Where death has been caused by taking salts, the hair will be in disorder, the nails off, and on the chest there will be marks of nails in the flesh, for the pain will be so acute that the victim will roll about on the ground and tear himself to pieces.
WVhere salts have been taken, blisters will not rise on the body, the mouth will not be cracked, the belly will not swell, the nails will not be livid, the needle will not turn black, but will be of a slightly dull colour and will come white with washing, the whole body will be yellow, the two eyes closed, and in the mouth there may be some frothy saliva. Although the body decomposes, the heart and lungs will not. If some of the liquid [in the stomach] be heated over a fire it will become salt.
Soda.
Death is sometimes caused by a dose of washing-soda, given to a sick man in his medicine. In such cases the hair is in disorder, the finger-nails torn off, the body bent up, and blood flows from the nose and mouth.
Where Ficus japonica has been taken, the victim gets confused as if he had had a paralytic stroke, or as if delirious.
Bitter Almonds.
Bitter almonds are poison; they are found in all the north-western provinces. Taken either raw or cooked they are not hurtful, but a good many eaten half-cooked will cause death. The eyes of the body will be closed, the tongue, lips, ears, fingers and toes will be livid, and the belly will be swollen with patches of a livid colour on it. [To cure a patient, make him sick.] Aconite. Aconite is poison. It is found on the left of the Yangtze. Its juice, when boiled, is called she wang, and is much stronger: if spread on wounds it will cause death instantly.
CHAPTER VI.-EXTRAORDINARY POISONS.
Hsien and Tortoise Flesh.
Spinach eaten with tortoise is poison. [This is a plant with a long, reddish stalk; the tortoise alluded to has three feet and hears with its eyes.] Mon8trositie8 and Unnatural Food. Monstrosities in birds, beasts, reptiles and fishes are the result of the parents having experienced some disturbing influence. Such, for instance, are animals with two tails, crabs with one claw, sheep with one horn, and fowls with four legs. Similarly, there are irregular creations, such as white birds with black heads, black fowls with wbite heads, white horses with dark feet and the reverse. Some animals are not extraordinary in their appearance, but their flesh has unusual characteristics; for instance, if let fall to the ground dust will not adhere to it; hung up all night it will still be warm in the morning; no sun or fire-heat will dry it, and put into water it will move. Sometimes it is the viscera only, and not the skin and flesh which exhibit these peculiarities. For instance, the liver is of a dull dark-blue colour, the kidneys purple and black. Fishes without entrails and gall-bladder, oxen with only one " leaf " of the liver belong to the same class.
Occasionally something which is generally found to agree with the stomach very well, taken with another particular kind of food, becomes extremely hurtful; as for instance, shell-fish eaten with venison is poison, mutton with minced-meat cream is unwholesome, sheep's liver with red pepper causes purging, pork eaten with carum destroys the navel. There are also some kinds of food which do not ordinarily affect each other but when taken into the stomach become living tbings; as for instance, raw minced carp, eaten with butter produces maggots, tortoise-flesh eaten with spinach produces tortoises [see ante], beef eaten with pork produces small white worms about an inch long, as also does pork and mutton eaten with boiled or broiled sticks of the mulberry or Brou8sonetiapapyrifera.
[Cases are given of death resulting from drinking pond-water which had been poisoned by snakes, water in which flowers had stood, eating the flesh of a fowl which had swallowed a centipede, drinking tea or water which had been standing uncovered all night, wearing clothes which had been wetted with perspiration and dried in the sun, going into rooms, &c., which had long been shut up, &c., &c.] Asphyxiation. Death from asphyxiation is caused by the leaking of the stove-bed. The corpse is soft and without marks; death is painless as if the result of nightmare. 
Hanging.
Where a man has been hanging from morning to night, even though already cold, life may be restored; if from night to morning, the operation will be more difficult. If there is warmth beneath the heart, life may be restored after the body has hung more than a day. On no account cut the rope, but gently taking the body in your arms, have the knot untied and lay the body out at full length. Then let someone place his feet on the shoulders of the patient and firmly hold up the head by its hair, not allowing it to hang down for a moment. Let another manipulate the throat, another rub the chest, and another chafe the feet and hands, pulling them backwards and forwards. If the body is already stiff, let them be gradually bent at the joint. If this is done, in about the space of a meal respiration will begin, and with the recommencement of breathing the eyes will open. When consciousness is restored, give the patient some cinnamon tea and some gruel to drink in order to keep his throat moist, and let two men blow into his ears through small tubes. Recovery under these conditions is certain.
Another method.-Stop up the patient's mouth tightly with your hand, and in a little over four hours respiration will be restored.
Another metho(d.-Take equal parts of soap bean and Anemone hepatica finely powdered, and blow a quantity of this, about as much as a bean, into the patient's nostrils.
Another method.-Take two or three tenths of an ounce of genuine goat's blood, rub it down very smooth and mix it with good wine. A dose of this will cause instant recovery.
Another method.-In all cases where men or women have been hanged, a recovery may be effected even if the body has become stiff. You must not cut the body down, but, supporting it, untie the rope and lay it down in some smooth place on its back, with the head propped up straight. Bend the arms and legs gently, wrap up the pudenda, &c., in cotton wool that no air may escape, and let someone sitting behind the head with his feet on the shoulders pull the patient's hair tightly. Pull the arms out straight, let there be a free passage through the wind-pipe, and let two people blow incessantly into either ear through a bamboo tube or a reed, rubbing the chest all the time with the hand. Take the blood from a live fowl's comb and drop it into the throat and nostrils (the left nostril of a wolmian, the right of a man; also using a cock's comb for a man, a hen's for a woman). Re-animation will be immediately effected. If animation has been suspended for a long time, there must be plenty of blowing and rubbing; do not think that because the body is cold all is necessarily over.
Drowning. Where a man has been in the water a whole night, recovery may still be effected. Pound some soap bean, wrap it up in cotton, and insert it into the rectum; in a little while the water will be discharged and life restored. Or, having bent the patient's legs, let him be carried by the feet over another man's shoulders, back to back, when he will vomnit forth the water and be revived.
Another method.-Break up part of a mud wall and pound it to dust; lay the patient thereon on his back, and cover him up with the same excepting only his mouth and eyes. Thus, the water will be absorbed by the mud and a recovery will be effected. This method is a very sure one even though the body has become stiff.
Another method.-Sprinkle the face all over, excepting only the mouth and nose, with hot sand, replacing it as it gets cold or damp. After several changes of sand, animation will be restored.
Another method.-Pour half a cupful of vinegar into the nostrils. Wrap up some lime in cotton, and insert it into the anus. Water will be discharged and re-animation will follow. Hold the patient up by his feet and pour good wine into the nostrils and anus.
Another mnethod.-Hold the patient up by his feet, strip off his clothes, clean out the navel, and let two men blow into his ears through bamboo tubes.
Another method.-Strip off the patient's clothes without loss of time, and cauterize him on the navel.
Another method.-Immediately on taking a man out of the water, prise open his mouth and insert something to keep the teeth apart that the water may come out; blow through tubes into both his ears; take some finely powdered Finellia tuberifera and blow it into his nose; and fill a tube with powdered soap bean and blow it into his anus. If the accident happens during summer, take the drowned man and lay him crosswise on his belly over a cow's back, two people supporting his head and feet; then let the cow be walked about quietly, when the water in the stomach will be thrown up and pass away also through the penis and anus. Give the patient green-ginger tea and decoction of rose maloes or the juice of raw ginger. If a cow is not to be had, let someone go down on his hands and knees and lay the drowned man across his back as before; then let the man on his hands and knees wriggle himself about when the water will come out. If it is impossible to get a cow and no one is willing to undertake the job, a large pot or jar will answer the purpose. If it is in winter strip off the wet clothes and change them; heat some salt, wrap it up in a cloth and apply it to the navel; spread out a mattress and bedding and cover it over with plenty of ashes from reeds, grass, &c.; then lay the drowned man on it face downwards, placing a small pillow under the navel, and sprinkle ashes thickly all over the body, covering it with bedding, &c., and taking care that none of the ash gets into the patient's eyes; pour into the mouth, kept open as mentioned above, rose maloes and green-ginger tea, blowing into the ears, nose, and anus as for the summer method. In winter, when consciousness is restored, give the patient a little hot wine to drink; in summer, a little gruel. The power of ashes to absorb water in this way may be tested on drowned flies, which, if covered up with ashes, will revive.
Another method.-Take a small wine-jar and throw into it a strip of lighted paper, turn it upside down and place the mouth of the jar in umbilico; when the jar is cold repeat the process until the water comes out, which will be a sign of recovery.
Another method.-If when the body is first recovered there is the slightest sign of breathing or the least warmth on the chest, make some one quickly take off his underclothing, and, having wrapped the drowned man in them, lay the body across his own and roll it gently backwards and forwards so that the water may come out of the stomach. If the water comes out there is a good chance of recovery. Also burn some thick paper under his nose for a little while and then blow some finely-powdered soap bean into his nostrils. If there is the slightest sneeze a recovery can be effected.
Wounds, dc.-In cases of knife-wounds, &c., where the membrane has not been pierced, take about as much as a soap bean of olibanum and myrrh, mash up smooth, mix with half a cup of urine and half a cup of good wine, and heat altogether; when warm, administer a draught. Also take dolomite powder, or cuttle-fish bones, or dragon's bones, and bind over the mouth of the wound; the bleeding will thus be stopped. Two cases of examination by an assistant Prefect Chuan Ting are on record where the wounded men not being quite dead, he made the head man take the heart of an onion, heat it very hot and apply it to the wound; the result was a sudden inhalation of air. A second application of onion causes no pain.
Dolomite powder (so-called) contains olibanum, myrrh, archangelica, lophanthus, aconite, Magnolia hypoleuca, iris, Anemone hepatica, laka wood, Aralia edulis, calomel, sapan-wood, sandal-wood, dragon's bones, musk, and dolomite.
Another Method.-Where a knife-wound keeps on bleeding, take some laka wood, scrape it with a piece of broken crockery-ware, rub it fine with a stone and spread it on the wound. The bleeding will stop and there will be no scar.
Pain Killer.
Where the pain of a knife-wound, &c., continues, take some good " chicken-bone" charcoal, which rings when thrown on the ground, and knead it up into a lump with an equal quantity of clear resin; then take plenty of the expressed juice of old leeks, mix and let it dry of itself (not in the sun) repeating several times, when nothing but a fine dust will remain. (The mixture should have been previously prepared on the 3rd of the 3rd moon, 5th of the 5th, or 7th of the 7th.) If spread on the wounded part the pain will cease at once, and when well the flesh will appear as usual.
Knife Wounds and Bowels Protruding. Where a wound has been inflicted with metal and the bowels protrude, take five pints of rye and nine pints of water, boil away to four pints, strain it clear, wait till it is quite cold, make the wounded man lie down on a mat, and let someone squirt the liquid from his mouth over the patient's back; the bowels will gradually recede. The liquid must be squirted unknown to the patient, and there must not be a 'lot of people talking in the room at the time. If the bowels do not recede, take the mat by the four corners, raise it up and gently shake it; the bowels will then go in. When in, sew up the wound tightly with thread dipped in hempseed oil, binding the body round with silk moistened in the same way. Be careful not to shake the patient about and thus reopen the wound.
Arrow-heads. Where a wound has been inflicted by the head of an arrow, take some meat which has been a long time salted, peel off the skin-a good red piece should be chosen-and chop up the fat very fine until it is pulpy, mix with it some ground ivory and human fingernails until the ingredients are well distributed, and apply a thick lump of this to the place where the arrow-head is; in about the time it takes to eat a meal the arrow head will come out.
Scalding.
In cases of injury from scalding, get a large oyster and put it in a basin with its mouth upwards somewhere quite away from people; wait till its shell opens and then shake in from a spoon an equal portion of genuine musk. The oyster will then close its shell and its flesh will be melted into a liquid. Add a little more of the above ingredients, and with a fowl's feather brush it over the parts and round and round the wound, getting nearer and nearer every time, until at last you brush it into the wound: the pain will gradually cease. A small oyster will do if a big one is not to be had. This is a first-rate prescription. When the burning has stopped, take the shell of the oyster just used, burn it to a cinder, but so that it keeps its properties, pound it to dust, and mix with it a little Borneo camphor and musk, and apply it round the wound. If it is a place where there are no oysters, Borneo camphor alone rubbed round and round the wound and finally into it will heal the place gradually.
Cold Water, dhc.
In cases of scalding, on no account apply cold water, cold things, mud from the bottom of wells, &c., to the injured parts, for the heat will thus be driven farther in, and the least result will be that the parts will contract, though if the poison of the heat extends as far as the heart, death will speedily ensue.
To Cure Scalds.
Take good Hangehow meal ground very fine, and mix it with good hair-oil and spread it on the parts. If hair-oil is not to be had, pine-oil will do as well.
Another Method.-Spread over the wound a quantity of very old soy. When cured there will be a black scar.
Another Method.-Take some Lui Chi Nu (a plant named after its discoverer) pounded fine, and having first brushed over the wound with a fowl's feather dipped in glutinous rice water, sprinkle it upon the wound. The pain will cease and there will be no scar. Generally speaking, it is advisable in the case of a scald to begin by sprinkling the wound with powdered salt in order to preserve the flesh, and then to apply remedies.
Another Method.-Rhubarb mixed with rice-vinegar will effect a cure in two days.
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Sunstroke, Heat Apoplexy, d&c.
Where a iman has received a coGtp de soleil, quickly dig a hole in the ground anid pour in some water; Imlix the water up with the mnud and give it to him to drink; he will then recover.
If cold water is given in such cases, death will be the result. Cover over the patient with warm ashes taken out of a stove, and apply a cloth which has been dipped in hot water to the abdomnen, ribs, &c.; after soine time consciousness will be restored. On no account give anything cold to eat.
Where a man falls down overpowered by the heat, carry him into a shady and cool spot; give no cold water to drink, but apply a cloth or something dipped in hot water to the lower part of the abdomen, letting a constant supply of hot water drip upon the cloth, so that the heat penetrates to the bowels. If warm-lth is induced the patient will graduially comiie round. Should there be no hot water ready to hand, scoop up some of the hot earth frolm the roadside and pile it up on the abdomen, the more the better. chainging it as it gets cold, and afterwards giving cooling medicines. Or, if hot water cannot be had, pile up hot earth as before, and having made a hole in the middle of it. jube circu.mstantes in hoc mingere, and thus effect a cure.
Where a mnan is quite stupid from the effects of heat, let him chew a good-sized piece of garlic and wash it down with some cold water. If he is unable to chew it, mash it up with a little water and give it him to drink; consciousness will be restored at once. Suppose a case of a thirsty miian not being able to procure water to drink; let him chew up a piece of raw garlic about two inches in length, and salivating it well, swallow it. This will be equivalent to a quart of water. In cases of heat apoplexy, roast a pint of heminp-seed black, spread it out till cold, pound it up, and administer mixed with fresh-drawn water.
Freezing to Death.
In cases of death from cold, the armiis and legs are stiff, the jaws close set. If there is the slightest sign of respiration, heat somne ashes in a large pot, wrap them up and apply to the heart, changing when cold. \hen the eyes open, give warm wine and thin gruel in small quantities at a time. If the patient is brought near the fire before warmth has been communicated to the heart, the conflicting sensations of heat and cold will cause death.
Another method.-Take a piece of carpet or mat, wrap the body up and secure it by a string, lay it down on a level spot; and let two people, standing on either side, roll it backwards and forwards from one to the other with their feet. When the arms and legs are warm consciousness will be restored.
Laughter. Where a man has fallen into the water in winter and has quite lost all consciousness froin cold, if there is the slightest warmth about the chest, life may still be restored. Should the patient show the least inclination to laugh, stop up his nose and mouth at once, or he will soon be unable to stop laughing and it will be impossible to save him. On no account bring the patient hastily to the fire, for the sight of the fire will excite him to imimioderate laughter and a recovery will be impossible.
Where a frozen person has been restored to consciousness, administer green ginger pounded up with the skin and old orange-peel also pounded up, the two being mixed with three pints of water and boiled down to one.
Nightmanre. In cases of nightmare, do not at once bring a light, or going near call out hastily to the person, but bite his heel or big toe and gently utter his name. Also spit on his face and give him ginger tea to drink; he will then recover.
In cases of nightmare where the patient cannot be waked, change his position a little and quietly utter his name; he will then awake. If there was a light burning at the timie keep it alight; otherwise do not kindle one.
Aniother method.-Blow into the patient's ears through small tubes, pull out fourteen hairs frolim his head, make them into a twvist and thulist inito his nose. Also give salt and water to drink.
Another miethodl.-Express half a cup of the juice of leeks and pour into the nostrils. In winter use the root, which will also cause sneezing.
Anvother miiethod-.Cauterize the two great toes on the spot where the hair grows-,. Another method-.Powdered soap bean, about as much as one bean, may be blown into the nostrils. A sneeze imlay give a free passage for air, and will even effect a recovery after three or foulr days.
In cases of nightmare, where the body is not quiite cold, admllinister rose imaloes; mixed with wine; a recovery will thus be effected.
Goblins, d"c. Where death resulted from seeing goblins, &c., or an invalid has gonle off suddenly in his sleep, the categorical denomination is the samiie. Take the heart of a leek anid thrust it up the nostrils (the left of a luia, the right of a womiain), about six or seven inches; cause the eyes to open and the blood to flow, and life will be restored.
Look along the inner edge of the upper lips for blisters like grains of Inidianl cornl. and prick them 'with a needle. Take powNdered soap bean or raw Pinellia tutberifera and blow about as miiuclh as a bean into the nostrils. Fumigate the nostrils with the smoke of burnt sheep-dung.
Steep some cotton-wool in half a cup of good vinegar and squeeze it into the patient's uose. Grasp his two hands; do not let himn be frightened, and in a little he will recover.
Cauterize himi on the navel, blow powdered soap bean into his nose, or pour the juice of leeks into his ears.
Express the juice of raw Acornts terrestris and give the patient a cllpful to drink.
Death froin Frigh7t. Where a miian has been frightened into a fit, adm-iinister one or two cups of warmn wine when he will recover.
Falls ancd Blows.
In cases of the five deaths (child-birth, fright, strangulation, nightmiare alnd drowning) or death fromn falls or blows, if the heart is only a little warm a recovery miiay be effected even though a day has elapsed. Place the dead miian on the ground in squatting posture, like a Buddhist priest: let sonlebody pull his hair downl towards the ground (i.e., in order to get the nostrils into a horizontal position), and blow through a bamboo or paper tube a quantity of raw Pinellia tutberifera in powNder into the nose. If consciousness returns, administer pure jtuice of raw ginger to counteract the poisonl of the Pinellia tit berifera.
In cases of sudden death froui falling fromii a height, tumbling down, nightmare, &c., if the body is not cold, mlix somne rose niialoes N-ith wine and give it to the patient to drink. If he swallows it, he w6ill live. Death fro)m Falliiy an(d being Crushed.
Where a mani has fallen and been severely ciLushed, blood will flow frolml the miiouth and ears, and unconsciousness will ensue. If there are any signs of vitality or the body is at all soft, a recovery mnay be effected. But the patient should not be surrounided by a crowd of excited people, as this will prevent himim from recovering himnself; a relative should speak to hiin, support him, and place him in a sitting position on the ground. His arnms and legs should be then bent up close to his body, and after a little he should be placed in the lap of the person who spoke to him, ano ejus genu obstructo ne flatus effuLgiat. If there is the slightest return to consciousness, let himii be remiioved to the place where he generally sleeps, and let the doors and windows be closed up tightly to darken the room. Then, having again bent his arms and legs, he should be placed again in the same position and not allowed to lie down. Warm urine of a, child should be then administered ; horse's urine is the best, but if not procurable a man's will do, rejecting the beginning and end of the discharge, andl taking care that it is clear and flows quickly, and not that of anyone who has eaten onioins or garlic. Give one or two cupfuls of it; if it gets down his throat a recovery will be effected. Also, give "four ingredient" broth, three tilmes the original prescription, putting in peach kernel, without the skin and with the point taken off, and safflower, each one ounce, Araliac ediulis and southern Crataguts cuneata, pounded up, each two ounces, raw rhubarb two ounces, a bowl of child's urine, and if in summller add about -2,U of an ounce of gentian. Take plenty of quick running water, and warmii up the above prescription over a quick fire, pour it into a bowl and hold under the wounded miian's nose, so that the steamii may penetrate into the bowels, and the sickness be avoided which would follow if taken at once in the mlouth. Give a smiall cupful as a dose, adiiinistering another at a short initerval if not retained. Keep on giving doses until all is gone, not perimitting the patient to lie down. When the mnedicine has been taken, the anus inust be kept still mnore tightly closed so as to prevent the passage of wind. If the ilmedicine has already begun to operate and the anus be not tightly closed, a recovery will be impossible, for the air (necessary to life) will all escape froim behind. Wait until you can hear that the miiedicine has begun to operate and there have been several internal heavings, then delay no longer. but support the patient that the discharge mllay take place. This discharge will be entirely of a purple colour. When half the poison has been got rid of, the patient imay sleep. If the discharge is all fa?cal matter, stop giving the miledicine; if not, one or two mnore doses will do no harm. Subsequently, the patient will be gradually restored to strength ; iiedicines for this purpose iulust not be incautiously administered. Snake and Reptile Bites.
Poisonous snakes can destroy life, but the danger may be averted by cutting out the wound with a sharp knife.
In cases of snake or reptile bites where no imedicinie is procurable at the imoimlent, take a cupful of the juice of the indigo-plant, s of an ounce of powdered orpiiment, rmix and spread on the wound, administering the liquid part as a draught. If no indigoplant is to be had, use prepared indigo or indigo dye.
If a man is bitten by the h2ui f1' or large-headed snake and the poison penetrates, he will die. Quickly take some cord and bind tightly round the wounded part, so as to prevent the poison fromn reaching the heart and bowels. Let someone take a imouthfull of rice and vinegar or wine, apply his muouth to the wound and suck out the poisoIl, spitting it out and changing the wine or vinegar. Let hiimi continue until the wound is a light-coloured red and the swelling has gone down, taking care not to swallow the poison. Another method is to drink somle hemlp-seed oil to counteract the effect of the poison on the heart and to spread powdered ginger on the wound.
Where death has resulted from the bite of a snake, take some scented iris and inix it with a decoction of Ophtiopogon japonicus and admiiinister a dose. If in a hurry use water instead; life will be thus restored.
Another method.-Take 1 oz. of imagpie's dung, half an ounce of orpiment, mix with wine and adimiinister as a draught, ; of an ouince at a timiie. Smnear the liquid over the wound.
Mad( Dog Bites.
Before the poison has had timne to dissemiiinate, take seven cantharides (Mylablms cichorii), pull off their heads, feet, and wings, and boil them with two hen's eggs; take out the insects and eat the eggs without salt, &c.; clots of blood will then appeali in the urine. If the penis swells up and is painful, it is because the clots of blood have not entirely passed away. Another dose will clear thein out and the pain will cease.
Another vethod.-Fry soime of these insects with rice, wait till the rice is shrivelled and yellow, take out the insects, pound the rice to powder, boil an egg, and eat as ill the former prescription. When the blood clots have all passed away, recovery will ensue.
Another method.-On being bitten, go at once to a pond or river and wash the wound thoroughly, squeezing out the blood and drinking plenty of the juice of raw ginger. The poison may be thus counteracted. Close up the Mwound tightly witl bandages so that the air may not get to it. Procure the above drugs, choosing such as are brought from places mnost noted for producing them, and at noon on the 5th day of the 5th mnoon, Imiix theni all up into a finie powder, stow them away in an earthenware jar, and seal the top with wax; the longer kept the better. No mnore than seven scruples should be taken as a dose, anld mlust not be taken during pregnancy.
The above prescription is especially adapted for curing wounds inflicted by mlletal weapons: wounds fronm falls, blows, &c., where the bonies or muscles are broken.
Where the flow of blood cannot be stopped, take the seven scruple powder, inix withl wine and administer as a draught; then take a siimiilar preparation and spread it oII the wound. If it is a severe wound from some sharp weapon, or the gullet severed, do not bind it up with a fowl's skin, but sprinkle the above powder all ovelr it; the pain and the blood will stop, and favourable symptoms will appeal. The same prescriptioi may also be used for a number of poisons which have no specific naml-e, mlixed anid administered as above. Wounds fromli blows yield infallibly to this treatment.
In cases where coroners, in examining wounds, happen to have no medicines with. them, or in out of the way places where there is no good doctor, and it is to be feared that slight wounds may becomlle severe ones, that severe ones may result in death, this prescription is invaluable on account of its infallibility. If reverently preserved and produced as occasions require, the aggravation of slight wounds miiay be avoided, and the fatal effects of severe ones turned aside; not one life, but two may be saved (including that of accused)-a benevolent act indeed. Moreover, it is chleap anid easy for anybody to make, therefore the prescription is given that benevolent people may avail themselves of it, Another prescription much used in Szechuan: The above ingredients, which should be all finely powdered, imiay be used for healing wounds from blows or falling. The prescription has often been tested with the most astonishing results. The powder should be mixed with wine and enoulgh taken to cause intoxication. When the wounds are healed it will be necessary a coitit centum dies abstinere.
CHAPTER I.-ANTIDOTES AGAINST VARIOUS POISONS.
Where arsenic has been taken but a little time, beat up from ten to twenty eggs in a bowl, throw in three mace of powdered alum and administer as a draulght. After the vomiting give another dose, and when all has been thrown up a recovery will be effected. Where the arsenic has been some time swallowed and has already passed into the bowels so that it cannot be thrown up, take a lump of lead 4 oz. in weight and rub it on a stone with well water, admiiinistering the black liquid which results as fast as it is mnade; when it is all rubbed away favourable symptoms will appear. After the vomiting miientioned in the first mnethod administer a dose of this lead and water so as entirely to counteract the poison and prevent any further pain.
Another method.-Where arsenic has been swallowed quickly adiminister a dose of hot duck's blood; the poison will thus be neutralized. Or give a dose of clear manure, which will have the same effect.
Another method.-Boil somne bean-curd into a thick liquid and drink it, or-Mix the juice of liquorice w%ith an infusion of indigo and drink it, or-Drink the whey of boiled bean-curd.
Croton1
Oil.
WVhere croton oil has been taken and the purging cannot be stopped, boil a pint of large beans and drink the juice.
Rhubarb, gentian, the shoots of phragmites, fungi, and Veratrr,n nigrumin will stop purging caused by croton seeds.
The juice of plaintain leaves pounded up will also effect-the same result. The juice of black beans is an antidote to Illiciuin religiosum. Or, take an old calyx of a water-lily with the stemii attached and let it dry, bite it off and boil in two or three cupfuls of water; administer this as a draught. If not procurable, use the heart of the nelumbiunm or a joint of the arrowroot plant, boil in water and administer the liquid nearly cold. The poison will thus be dispersed.
For Ficus japonica drink some juice of blue cerulean or liquorice-root. Medicines are dangerous in such cases.
Bitter Almionds.
Drink a decoction of the bark of the apricot tree, and life may be restored even though at the last gasp.
For cantharides, take some pig's lard and bean-juice, crystallized salt and infusion of indigo, and admiiinister as a draught. Or take some salt water, boil in it pig's lard and croton oil, or the juice of black beans, and give as a dose. Or administer a draught of soapy water and tickle the throat afterwards with a goose quill. Vomiting will ensure recovery.
Another miiethod is to give half a dozen raw fowl's or duck's eggs; if sickness can be caused a recovery will be effected. In case the teeth are tightly set they may be forced open with a chop-stick.
JM,ushroomns.
Fungi are very common at Ningpo and in the neighbourhood, differing from one another in species. Somle are fatally poisonous, being impregnated with the venom of snakes and reptiles. A Buddhist priest recommends the following method: Make a hole in the ground, fill it with water, and stir it up till quite thick with mud; wait a little while, and then administer a draught of this, which will effect a recovery. This prescription is mi-entioned in the Chinese Herbal. The mushrooms which grow on the sycamore tree, if eaten, cause uncontrollable laughter, and are commonly called the " laughing mushroomis." The above remedy is important to people who live anmong the hills.
Where Corydalis heterocarpa has been taken, a dose of the juice of exerement will effect a cure; or supposing the poisonous water has been swallowed in which some may have been steeped, and that there is a discharge of blood from every possible outlet, then quickly take an egg which has been sat upon for some time, mash it up fine, and administer it ilmixed up with hempseed oil. If the poison is vomited a recovery may be effected.
When enough fungus has been taken to cause vomiting, chewing fresh leaves of the honeysuckle will be found to be an efficient remiiedy.
Aconite.
A remedy for aconite is rice-sugar and black-beans mixed with cold water. For decoction of aconite, the juice of sweet-grass, or the leaves of the small bean, duck-weed, and Platycodon grandiflorzun mixed with cold water.
Calomel. For calomel, take 5 lb. of pewter and make a pot. Put into it 15 lb. of spirit, I lb. of smilax and 3 mace of resin; seal up the pot hermetically and boil it for twenty-four hours in water; bury it in the ground that the fire-poison may be absorbed, and drink every morning and evening several cups. The urine should be received in an earthen vessel, and will show a sediment. The medicine should be continued until the muscles and bones are no longer sore. A draught of fresh water will counteract the effects of Borneo camphor.
Where salts have been taken administer a draught of the water in which a duster has been boiled (i.e., the dirty rag used by Chinese to clean their tables, &c.). If .sickness can be produced the patient mazy recover.
Swvallowing Gold. In cases of poisoning from swallowing gold, the flesh of the partridge should be eaten; for silver, gentian and liquorice-root. Salt used to wash gold, and the fat of camels, donkeys and horses, as also Spondias amara, will all be found to soften gold; sheep's fat will act similarly upon silver. If gold or silver has been swallowed, administer the above remedies according to circumstances; the mnetal will thus be softened and be easily passed.
General.
As a general remedy for all poisons, the Kut poison (see ante) and all kinds of mineral poisons, rub down stone crabs with hot water and administer as a draught.
Quicksilver in the Ear.
Where quicksilver has got into the ear, lay a piece of gold under the ear as a pillow; the quicksilver will then come out of itself. If quicksilver has got into the flesh and has contracted the muscles, iron the palts over with a piece of gold; the quicksilver will then come out attracted by (lit., to eat) the gold and a recovery will be effected.
Asphyxiation.
In cases of asphyxiation a draught of cold water will bring about a recovery, -or the juice of turnips poured into the nose and mouth. Move the patient into some place where the wind can blow upon him; he may thus come round.
Food.
Where poison of some unknown kind has been taken with the food or drink, administer some sweet-grass or Platycodon grandiflorum broth; a cure may thus be effected.
CHAPTER III.-To CURE CASES OF POISON BY KU AND CHIN TS'AN.
A Buddhist priest in Chiian-chow could cure cases of Ku and Chin ts'an. Let the patient begin by tasting alum; if it does not seem astringent, but on the other hand rather sweet, and if black bean taken afterwards has lost its ordinary flavour, then poison has been taken. Administer as a draught a decoction of pomegranate skin and root. If the insect is excreted or thrown up, recovery is certain. Li Hui-chih says: Where poison has been taken, pound up alum and young tea-sprouts, and drink with cold water. Put the above ingredients into a miiortar and mllix themll up together, either oni the 5th of the 5th II0oon1, the 9th of the 9th Illoonl, or the 8th of the 12th iliool, in some place quite away frolmi woolien, fowls and dogs. Make up into pills with glutinous ricewater, about the size of lung-an stones, and let themi dry in a dark place in an earthenware pot. Swallow a little tea with everyone you take, being careful not to chew thenii. In a little while the poisoni will be excreted, the pills passing away with the clotted blood. If the pills are then washed and preserved their power will be increased threefold.
Section of the History of Medicitne
For all kinds of kit poison take dried eel, powder it and swallow on an empty stomilach; or take it when cooked and strong-slmlelling. Those imiarked with coloured stripes are the best.
